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Abstract
ADAPTATION AND AUGMENTATION: TOWARDS BETTER RESCORING




Adviser: Professor Michael I. Mandel
Selecting the best prediction from a set of candidates is an essential problem for many
spoken language processing tasks, including automatic speech recognition (ASR) and spoken
keyword spotting (KWS). Generally, the selection is determined by a confidence score assigned
to each candidate. Calibrating these confidence scores (i.e., rescoring them) could make
better selections and improve the system performance. This dissertation focuses on using
tailored language models to rescore ASR hypotheses as well as keyword search results for
ASR-based KWS.
This dissertation introduces three kinds of rescoring techniques: (1) Freezing most model
parameters while fine-tuning the output layer in order to adapt neural network language
models (NNLMs) from the written domain to the spoken domain. Experiments on a large-
scale Italian corpus show a 30.2% relative reduction in perplexity at the word-cluster level and
a 2.3% relative reduction in WER in a state-of-the-art Italian ASR system. (2) Incorporating
source application information associated with speech queries. By exploring a range of
adaptation model architectures, we achieve a 21.3% relative reduction in perplexity compared
to a fine-tuned baseline. Initial experiments using a state-of-the-art Italian ASR system
show a 3.0% relative reduction in WER on top of an unadapted 5-gram LM. In addition,
human evaluations show significant improvements by using the source application information.
v
(3) Marrying machine learning algorithms (classification and ranking) with a variety of
signals to rescore keyword search results in the context of KWS for low-resource languages.
These systems, built for the IARPA BABEL Program, enhance search performance in
terms of maximum term-weighted value (MTWV) across six different low-resource languages:
Vietnamese, Tagalog, Pashto, Turkish, Zulu and Tamil.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Rescoring in ASR and ASR-based KWS
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems take speech signals as input and map them to
strings of words computationally. Typically, ASR systems combine two types of probabilistic
models: acoustic models and language models. Acoustic models transcribe the speech input
into a set of candidate phoneme sequences. With the help of a pronunciation dictionary,
the phonemes will be assembled into possible words. Language models leverage prior
linguistic knowledge to evaluate how “human-language-like” each candidate word sequence is.
Subsequently, an efficient algorithm will be used to search through all candidate sentences
to find the one that most possibly matches the speech input. This procedure is also known
as decoding or inference. Viterbi algorithm (Forney, 1973), which is essentially a dynamic
programming algorithm, has been a most popular choice for decoding.
However, there are two flaws in Viterbi decoding algorithm for the application of ASR.
First of all, it penalizes words with multiple pronunciations. In contrast to the words that
only have single pronunciation, polyphone words amortize their occurrence probabilities
to different pronunciation paths. More importantly, it is expensive, if not impossible, for
1
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a Viterbi decoder to take advantage of useful knowledge, such as the trigram grammar
(i.e. predicting the next word conditioned on two previous words) of language models. The
two preceding words may come from the decoding paths other than the current best ones. If
we keep all the non-optimal paths during decoding, it will violate the assumption of dynamic
programming about the optimal substructure. A common solution to compensate these
shortcomings is to make the Viterbi decoder to return multiple potential utterance paths
rather than single one, in the form of lattices or N-best lists. Based on the decoding outputs,
advanced language models can be applied to obtain more sophisticated results.
Most state-of-the-art ASR systems utilize two-pass decoding strategies. In these ASR
systems, two language models (LMs) are typically used. The first is a heavily pruned n-gram
model which is used to efficiently build the decoder graph. Another larger or more complex
LM is employed to rescore hypotheses generated in the initial pass. In this dissertation, we
focus on improving the second-pass LM for ASR systems by adapting neural network based
language models (NNLMs).
As a fundamental task, ASR usually acts as the first component of a spectrum of advanced
applications, including spoken keyword search (KWS). KWS aims at retrieving keywords1
that are represented as text from a speech repository. Typically, a spoken term detection
system contains four components: a speech-to-text engine, an indexer, a detector, and a
re-ranking module2. In this dissertation, we focus on strategies for the re-ranking stage which
calibrates confidence scores of detections according to various features.
A standard solution of KWS is to search for textual keywords within the transcribed
speech. Its initial search results, i.e. lists of putative keyword search results, are called posting
1Note that the “keywords” in the ASR-based KWS are not necessary ”words” as in ASR, it can be a
single word/phrase, or a couple of words. We do not distinguish the terms “spoken keyword search” from
“spoken term detection” in this dissertation.
2There is another family of spoken keyword search systems, keywod-filler KWS (Rose and Paul, 1990;
Wilpon et al., 1990). We skip the discussion of them since the dissertation concentrates on the automatic
speech recognition based KWS.
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lists. Specifically, a posting list is a per-query listing of search results, where each putative
hit entry includes a conversation identifier, a begin time, and a confidence score. The original
confidence score for a hit entry in a posting list is generally equivalent to the weight on the
consensus net arc that yielded that hit (Manning et al., 2008, Chapter 2). In order to further
improve the search performance, we can examine multiple signals associated with the putative
hits and rescore them (a.k.a. confidence calibration) in the posting lists accordingly.
In this dissertation, we exploit rescoring strategies for KWS of conversational speech by
investigating a plethora of signals from the input speech and the pre-processing ASR system,
with a concentration on low-resource languages. These languages present a special challenge
for KWS because the performance of automatic speech recognition (ASR) is poor due to a
paucity of training data.
1.2 Automatic Speech Recognition
1.2.1 Front-end Feature Extraction
In the context of ASR, the feature extractor takes a series of acoustic waves as input, then
samples, quantizes and converts them to a spectral representation such as Mel-frequency
cepstral coefficients (MFCCs). The standard MFCC conversion procedure includes the
following steps: (Jurafsky and Martin, 2014, Chapter 9):
1. Preemphasis: more energy at the lower frequencies are observed than at the higher
frequencies (known as “spectral tilt”). By passing the waveforms through a high-pass
filter, we can boost the high-frequency energy so that higher formants are more available
to the acoustic model.
2. Windowing: spectrum alters very quickly but we need to extract non-stationary spectral
features. The goal can be achieved by running a window through the speech signal.
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The Hamming window proposed by Blackman and Tukey (1958) can be used to avoid
discontinuities at the window boundaries.
3. Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT): The Fourier transform is then applied to the
windowed signals, to yield the magnitude and phase of each frequency component in
the original signals. This step identifies the amount of energy at each frequency band.
4. Mel Filter Bank and Log: Human hearing is more sensitive at lower frequencies
(roughly below 1000 hertz), and it was found that modeling this property during feature
extraction helps speech recognition. Therefore, the raw acoustic DFT frequencies f are
then warped onto the mel3 scale by:




The log function is applied to make the estimation of MFCC features less sensitive to
the variations in the input.
5. Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (Cepstrum): in the source-filter theory4, the filter is
more important for the detection of phones. Therefore, the cepstrum was introduced
to deconvolve the filter from the source. It is worth noting that the dimensions of
cepstrum are not correlated, which helps simplify the Gaussian acoustic model and
greatly reduce its parameter space. This step extracts 12 cepstral coefficients for each
frame.
6. Calculate Deltas and Energy: the energy in a frame is included with the cepstral
features, and their delta and double delta values are calculated and incorporated as
3A mel is a unit of pitch.
4The source-filter theory describes speech production as a two-stage process involving the generation of a
sound source, with its own spectral shape and spectral fine structure, which is then shaped or filtered by the
resonant properties of the vocal tract. (source: http://clas.mq.edu.au/speech/acoustics/frequency/
source_filter.html)
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Figure 1.1: Architecture of an automatic speech recognition system











where dt stands for a delta coefficient of frame t, and is calculated from the static
coefficients ct+N to ct−N (N is the number of neighbor frames to consider). The delta-
Delta coefficients (a.k.a. acceleration coefficients) are computed in the same way, but
using the delta values instead of the static coefficients. The complete MFCC feature
vector is 39-dimensional for each frame, and it conveys sufficient information for the
acoustic modeling.
Besides MFCCs, common acoustic features such as linear prediction cepstral coefficient
(LPCC) (Markel and Gray, 1976), perceptual linear predictive (PLP) (Hermansky, 1990),
and filter bank features (Ravindran et al., 2003), are used for speech recognition.
Moreover, normalization is usually applied to the acoustic features to remove the lexically
irrelevant information. Common normalization techniques include cepstral mean normal-
ization (Atal, 1974), cepstral variance normalization (Viikki and Laurila, 1998), vocal tract
length normalization (Lee and Rose, 1996), etc.
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1.2.2 Acoustic Model
After front-end processing, the spectral features will be presented to the acoustic model.
Given the observed spectral feature vectors O, the acoustic model computes the likelihood
P (O|W ) of a sequence W of phonemes or other linguistic units that make up speech. Since
the mid-1980s (with the introduction of the IBM Tangora system (Bahl et al., 1988)), Hidden
Markov Model has been a popular choice to model the speech sequences as it is capable of
capturing the acoustic dynamics of speech. In essence, the HMM allows us to investigate both
observed events (in the context of ASR, the cepstral feature vectors O = o1o2 · · · oN) and
hidden events (in the same context, the sequences of hidden phoneme states Q = q1q2 · · · qN ).
The HMM can be characterized by a transition probability matrix A and a set of observation
likelihoods B (a.k.a. state emission probabilities). The Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is
a typical choice for computing the state emission probabilities in the HMM paradigm. We
follow the terminology used in (Jurafsky and Martin, 2014, Chapter 6 and 9) and define A
and B as:
A = a01a02 · · · an1 · · · ann is a transition probability matrix, where each aij represents the
probability for each subphone of taking a self-loop or going to the next subphone.
B = bi(ot) is a set of emission probabilities, where each expressing the probability of a
cepstral feature vector (i.e. the observation ot) being generated from the subphone state i at
time t.
As Rabiner (1989) summarized in his influential tutorial, there are three fundamental
problems can be solved by an HMM model:
1. Computing likelihood: given a hidden Markov model λ = (A,B) and an observation
sequence O, calculate the likelihood P (O|λ).
2. Decoding: given an observation sequence O and a hidden Markov model λ = (A,B),
determine the most probable hidden state sequence Q.
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3. Parameter learning: given an observation sequence O and the set of states in the HMM,
learn the model parameters A and B.
Acoustic modeling is an application of the HMM learning problem. For discrete observa-
tions λ, forward-backward algorithm (a.k.a. Baum-Welch algorithm, see (Baum, 1972)) can
be used to train the HMM. Denoting the forward probability as α and backward probability
as β, we mathematically depict the algorithm in Figure 1.2. However, in the context of
acoustic modeling, as the observed MFCC features are continuous real-valued numbers, we
need to figure out a way to estimate the emission probabilities P (ot|qi) for each possible
HMM state qi, namely, the parameter matrix B.
Figure 1.2 Baum-Welch algorithm (from (Jurafsky and Martin, 2014, Chapter 6))
/* Given observations of length T , output vocabulary V and a set of hidden states Q,
returns HMM parameters λ = (A,B). Given λ is in state j, αt(j) denotes the current
forward path probability at time step t, βt(j) denotes the backward probability of seeing
the observations from time t+ 1 to the end. */
Initialize A and B








∀ t, i, j /* the expected state transition count ξt from state



















/* recompute the observation probability */
end for
return A and B
Conventional acoustic models estimate the emission probabilities based on the calculation
of the probability density function over the real-valued continuous MFCC feature space.
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The Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is one of the most commonly-used models for such
calculations. In the GMM, a Gaussian function fi is used as a probability density function.
We can use a univariate Gaussian pdf to estimate the probability that a particular HMM
state j generates the value of a single dimension of a feature vector by assuming that the
possible values of (this one dimension of the) observation feature vector ot are Gaussian
distributed. Namely, we represent the emission probability function bj(ot) for one dimension
of the acoustic vector as a Gaussian. In math, the observation is a single real-valued number
(a single cepstral feature) and assuming that each HMM state j has associated with it a mean
value µj and variance σ
2











As we do not know exactly which observation vector ot was produced by which HMM
state j, but we do know how to calculate the probability of being in state i at time t (i.e. ξt(i)

















Used as part of the Baum-Welch algorithm, the values of µi and σi are first set to some
initial estimate, which is then re-estimated until the numbers converge.
Because an observed MFCC feature vector is 39-dimensional, we need to use a multivariate
Gaussian to allow us to compute the emission probability. Since such a multivariate Gaussian
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is defined by a 39-dimensional mean vector −→µ and a covariance matrix Σ 5. Therefore, we
can estimate the emission probability matrix bj(ot) of a D-dimensional feature vector ot given
















However, since a particular cepstral feature in the real world might have a very non-normal
distribution, the assumption of a normal distribution may be too strong an assumption. Thus
in practice, we often model the observation likelihood with a weighted mixture of multivariate








exp[(x− µjm)TΣ−1jm(ot − µjm)] (1.7)
Applying the standard Baum-Welch algorithm, we can obtain the probability of a certain
mixture accounting for the observation and iteratively update this probability. By analogy
with the xi function which was designed to compute the state probability, we define ξtm(j)
to represent the probability of being in state j at time t with the mth mixture component




N · αt−1(j) · aij · cjm · bjm(ot) · βt(j)
αT (F )
(1.8)
where F stands for the end (final) state.
5The covariance matrix Σ captures the variance of each dimension as well as the covariance between
any two dimensions. But to simplify, we assume there was no correlation between the variances of different
dimensions of the feature vector, and in this case Σ is equivalent to a diagonal covariance matrix whose
non-zero elements are σ21 , σ
2
2 , · · · , σ2D, suppose D is the dimensionality of observed feature vector ot, and it is
39 in this context.
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Once we have the value of ξtm(j) from a previous iteration of the Baum-Welch algorithm,































In order to avoid numeric underflow6 and to accelerate acoustic modeling, often the
emission probabilities are computed in the log domain.
So far, we have summarized how to construct an HMM for each word. Every word HMM
is composed of a sequence of phone models, and each phone model is composed of a set of
subphone states. The next step is to use the language model to predict the joint probabilities of
hypothesized word sequences, as in practice, most ASR tasks are large-vocabulary continuous
speech recognition (LVCSR) rather than monotonous ASR.
Recently, deep neural networks have been used as an alternative to the HMM-GMM
model for acoustic modeling (Seide et al., 2011; Dahl et al., 2012; Hinton et al., 2012; Seltzer
et al., 2013). Superior model performances have been reported, but the output of these
acoustic models also need the assistance from the language models to select the most accurate
transcriptions.
6Multiplying many small probability values results in smaller and smaller numbers.
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1.2.3 Language Model
Statistical language models are a class of functions that aim to capture regularities of
natural language by estimating the probability distribution of linguistic units (word, sentence,
document, etc.) (Rosenfeld, 2000). Language models (LMs) have been widely utilized in
various natural language processing tasks such as automatic speech recognition (Dumouchel
et al., 1988; Bellegarda, 2000; Schwenk and Gauvain, 2002; Chelba et al., 2012), voice
search (Schalkwyk et al., 2010; Chelba et al., 2010), statistical machine translation (Kirchhoff
and Yang, 2005; Zhang et al., 2006), natural language generation (Oh and Rudnicky, 2000;
Sutskever et al., 2011), information retrieval (Ponte and Croft, 1998) and many more.
Language models play an essential role in speech recognition. Without LMs, the raw
sequences of recognized spoken terms could be confusable and it would be difficult to
distinguish many words that sound similar. Given a sequence of spoken tokens w1, · · · , wn
or wn1 , a language model is able to predict the joint probability P (w1, · · · , wn) for the
whole sequence, as well as to predict the conditional probability for the next token wn,
P (wn|w1, · · · , wn−1). In the context of ASR, by estimating joint probability of the possible
word sequences, a language model leverages prior linguistic knowledge to help select the final
output sentence that is most likely to have been spoken.
N-gram models are one of the earliest language models (Bahl et al., 1983; Goodman,
2001b).The N in N-gram stands for the number of N − 1 preceding words plus the current
word in the sequence to be examined. Such models make probability estimates based on
word co-occurrence frequencies in a training dataset. Applying the chain rule of probability,
we are able to decompose the joint probability into the product of a sequence of conditional
probabilities:
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P (w1, · · · , wn) =
n∏
k=1
P (wk|wk−11 ) (1.12)
= P (w1) · P (w2|w1) · P (w3|w1w2) · · ·P (wn|w1, w2, · · · , wn−1) (1.13)
However, when k in the equation becomes large, it is not feasible to count the occurrences
of wk after a long proceeding word sequence w
k−1
1 . An N-gram model employs the Markov
assumption to approximate the probabilities: suppose the occurrence probability of a word
merely depends on the previous few words, say, N − 1 words, we then have:
P (wk|wk−11 ) ≈ P (wk|wk−1k−(N−1)) (1.14)
Thus in an N -gram model, the probability of observing a word sequence w1, w2, ..., wm can
be formulated as:




The probabilities are estimated using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). Specif-
ically, when training the N-gram model, we use MLE to estimate the parameters of an N-gram
model by normalizing counts from a corpus, and normalize them so that they lie between
0 and 1 (Jurafsky and Martin, 2014, Chapter 4). Let C(w) be number of occurrences
of word w in the training text. Then a N -gram model will approximate the likelihood
P (wi|wi−(n−1), · · · , wi−1) by dividing the observed frequency of a particular sequence by the
observed frequency of a prefix:
P (wi|wi−(n−1), · · · , wi−1) =
C(wi−(n−1), · · · , wi−1, wi)∑
w C(wi−(n−1), · · · , wi−1, w)
(1.16)
In practice, the probability distributions are usually smoothed, in order to compensate
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the chance of the words are sentences that do not appear in the corpus used for model
training. The most common smoothing algorithms include: Good-Turing smoothing (Chen
and Goodman, 1996), Jelinek-Mercer smoothing (interpolation) (Jelinek and Mercer, 1980),
Katz backoff smoothing (Katz, 1987), Kneser-Ney smoothing (Kneser and Ney, 1995), etc.
Although N-grams remain a simple yet effective method to estimate word distributions,
they do have multiple disadvantages. First of all, when training conventional N-gram language
models on large data sets, one always encounters the curse of dimensionality (Bellman,
2015): as the vocabulary becomes larger, the number of possible sequences of words increases
exponentially with the size of the N-gram, resulting in a data sparsity problem. Another
disadvantage is because N-gram probabilities solely depend on the co-occurrences of nearby
words, they are not capable of addressing long-distance dependencies and syntactic similarity
between words. Various advanced language models have been explored in the past decades,
including cache-based language models, classed-based language models, maximum entropy
language models, and neural network language models, etc. They often perform better than
plain N-gram LMs, benefiting from sophisticated mechanisms. But on the other hand, more
complicated model structures usually require more computation. Therefore, the combination
of N-gram LMs and advanced LMs is popular.
Typically, language models used in ASR systems are trained on an external corpus of
written data, even though they are used to make inferences on spoken data (Jurafsky and
Martin, 2014). In order to alleviate this mismatch, adaptation of language models for ASR
remains an active area of research. We will further discuss and compare the adaptation
approaches in section 1.3.1.
In the evaluation metrics of language models, perplexity has become one of the most
successful and widely used metrics (Goodman, 2001b). Defined as the reciprocal of the
geometric average probability assigned by the model to each word in the test set, T =
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w1w2 · · ·wN , perplexity PPL of a language model, p, can be calculated as:
PPLp(T ) = 2
Hp(T ) (1.17)
where Hp(T ) denotes the cross-entropy between the empirical distribution and the predicted
distribution:
Hp(T ) = −
1
N
logP (w1w2 · · ·wN) (1.18)
that is:












P (wi|w1 · · ·wi−1)
(1.21)
Therefore, lower perplexity indicates better language model. Despite the fact that perplexity
purely depends on the words contained within the test data, it makes the intuitive comparison
of different language models possible. In the words of Rosenfeld (2000), “As a rough rule
of thumb, a reduction of 5% in perplexity is usually not practically significant; a 10%–20%
reduction is noteworthy, and usually (but not always) translates into some improvement in
application performance; a perplexity improvement of 30% or more over a good baseline is
quite significant (and rare!)”.
It is worth noting that an intrinsic improvement in perplexity does not guarantee an
extrinsic improvement in speech recognition performance (Jurafsky and Martin, 2014, Chapter
4). When a language model is utilized for a certain task in natural language processing, its
quality should ultimately be measured by its influence on the target task. When it comes
to automatic speech recognition, the task-related metric of model performance is usually
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word error rate (WER). Assume that S is the number of substitutions, D is the number of
deletions, and I is the number of insertions, between the correct and hypothesized strings.
Assume C is the number of the correctly identified words and N is the total number of words
in correct transcripts (N = S +D + C). Then WER can be formulated as:
WER =
S +D + I
N
(1.22)
The main concern when we replace perplexity with other task-specific evaluation metrics
such as WER is that perplexity is measured assuming perfect history, while this is certainly
not true for practical ASR tasks. Instead, taking WER into consideration could guide the
training of a more suitable and useful language model for the task.
In this thesis, we will employ perplexity as the initial evaluation metric of language models
to make a quick check of their performances. We then plug the language models with the
lowest perplexity numbers into ASR pipelines to measure their influences of ASR task.
1.2.4 Decoding
Once we have the estimated probabilities from the acoustic model and language model, we
need to combine they to decode, i.e. to determine the most probable word sequence. A decoder
in an ASR system aims to find the best recognition result (i.e. most probable string of words)
by integrating the acoustic model, pronunciation lexicon, and language model. The Viterbi
decoding algorithm (Forney, 1973) is a standard paradigm in ASR. and the most common
is to modify the Viterbi decoder to return multiple potential utterances rather than just
the single bestand then to use other high-level language models or pronunciation modeling
algorithms to re-rank these multiple outputs (“multiple-pass decoding”). Mathematically,
given the acoustic input: O = o1, o2, o3, · · · , ot, let sentence W represent a string of words:
W = w1, w2, w3, · · · , wn, and function argmaxxf(x) that represents “the x such that f(x) is
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largest”, the most probable sentence Ŵ will be decided using Bayes rule:
Ŵ = argmax
W∈L
P (W |O) (1.23)
= argmax
W∈L
P (W |O)P (W )
P (O)
(1.24)
Because the probability of the observed acoustic input is the same for every hypothesized
word sequence, discarding it from computation does not change the most likely hypothesis:
Ŵ = argmax
W∈L
P (W |O)P (W ) (1.25)
where the emission probability P (W |O) is provided by the acoustic model while the prior
probability P (W ) is estimated by the language model.
Most state-of-the-art ASR systems employ multiple-pass decoding rather than one simple
pass. In the initial pass, “fast, efficient knowledge sources or algorithms” are used to perform
a non-optimal search and generate an N-best list7 or a word lattice (Jurafsky and Martin,
2014, Chpater 10). In the second decoding pass, more sophisticated but slower decoding
algorithms are used to search within the N-best list or word lattice. This is because the
first-pass requires an efficient language model with low tolerance of latency, while second-pass
decoding allows for using a sophisticated but slower language model on a much smaller search
space that has been reduced by the first-pass decoding. Two language models are typically
used in multiple-pass ASR systems. The first is a heavily pruned n-gram model which is
used to build the decoder graph. Another larger or more complex LM is employed to rescore
hypotheses generated in the initial pass. In this thesis, we focus on improving the second-pass
LM.
The interface between these passes is either an N -best list (Chow and Schwartz, 1989)
7This N is different from the N in N -grams. It refers to the hypotheses associated with the N highest
confidence scores.
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or a word lattice (Murveit et al., 1993). To generate an N -best list, we need to modify the
Viterbi algorithm to return the N -best word sequences for given input. However, when N
is large, listing all the putative word sequences becomes inefficient; moreover, N -best lists
cannot provide sufficient information that might be useful for second-pass decoding. To
compensate for these shortcomings, a more sophisticated representation, the word lattice, was
introduced. Organized as a directed graph, a word lattice denotes word hypotheses as nodes,
and the transition information between word hypotheses as arcs. Such transition information
includes the start and end time, the acoustic model and language model probabilities from
the previous decoding, etc (Jurafsky and Martin, 2014).
Recently, fueled with large amount of transcribed speech data, end-to-end models have
achieved state-of-the-art results in ASR task (Bahdanau et al., 2016). Such models can also
be augmented by language mdoels.
1.3 Challenges in Rescoring by Language Models
1.3.1 Mismatch of Data Domain
Language models for an ASR system are likely to benefit from training on spoken, in-domain
training data, to alleviate the mismatch between training and testing distributions. However,
spoken transcripts typically are of limited quantities and are expensive to obtain, which poses
a critical challenge for training a robust language model for large-scale continuous speech
recognition. One might argue we can train such an LM on transcriptions generated by ASR
systems in the domain of interest. Nevertheless, by doing so, we would potentially reinforce
the errors made by the ASR system.
As a compromise, language models used in ASR systems are generally trained on written
text (e.g. web documents, news articles, books, or typed queries), as those are available
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in large quantities. These models ignore the differences between written and spoken text,
and thus are not able to provide optimal scoring. It is widely known that people naturally
adjust their use of language when switching from typing to speaking. Ronald Rosenfeld
(2000) emphasized that brittleness across domains is one of the most noticeable drawbacks of
language models: “language models are extremely sensitive to changes in the style, topic or
genre of the text on which they are trained”. As summarized by Bellegarda (2004), written
and spoken language is highly variable in many perspectives, including syntactic structure,
word choice and morphology, etc. As a result, training on written data does not exactly fit
the intended use of language models (i.e. estimating the probability of speech transcripts).
Therefore, it is necessary to employ language model adaptation in the scoring procedure of
ASR systems.
1.3.2 Potentials of Non-Linguistic Signals
A standard NNLM assigns a probability to a word w conditioned merely on the preceding
words, without considering non-linguistic contextual signals. However, it is acknowledged that
language models for automatic speech recognition can benefit from utilizing non-linguistic
contextual signals in modeling (Mikolov and Zweig, 2012; Adel et al., 2013; Biadsy et al.,
2017).
Such signals include the application (“app”) being spoken to, geographical location or
time period associated with speech query, conversational topics or personal preferences of the
speaker. In this dissertation, we concentrate on taking advantage of the app signals for the
adaptation of recurrent language model, in a context of ASR for voice search. Recognition
results thus should often be restricted to a small subset of the vocabulary. For example, if
a speech query is sent from the Android PlayStore8, it is more likely to contain a name or
version of a game, rather than terms about say, weather or food. If a language model can
8play.google.com/store
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capture app-specific information and target the next word to the domain, it is likely to make
more accurate predictions of words. However, there is no obvious solution to incorporating
general auxiliary signals into a recurrent NNLM. In this dissertation, we propose four different
approaches to leverage the app signals in Chapter 5.
1.3.3 Shortage of Adaptation Data and Annotated Data
We have stated the necessity to adapt language models from written domain to spoken
domain, but given the reality that the in-domain spoken data is typical of a very limited
amount, how to effectively adapt the language models that may have a large number of
parameters becomes a crucial problem. Especially for the language models are built based on
neural networks, which are known for a multitude of parameters to fine-tune.
Moreover, even if there are great potentials of non-linguistic contextual signals in language
modeling, in many cases, such signals are only available for a part of the domain text but not
for the generic text used in training an LM (Deena et al., 2017; Biadsy et al., 2017), posing a
severe challenge for directly training domain-specific LMs.
1.3.4 Catastrophic Forgetting
A problem known as “catastrophic forgetting (McCloskey and Cohen, 1989) arises when a
neural network is adapted with the adaptation data: the adapted model is prone to forget its
knowledge learned from the training data. Several methods had been summarized to alleviate
the problem in the survey by French (1999). One of them used a set of random patterns that
associated with the output values produced by the neural network before adaptation. These
random patterns were added to the set of the new patterns to be learned (Robins, 1995).
The intuition was to keep stable the classification boundaries related to classes that have
few or no samples in the new set of patterns. However, as the dimensionality of the input
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features increasing, generating effective random patterns became intricate.
In this dissertation, we present an initial attempt to attenuate the influence of catastrophic
forgetting in the fine-tuning phase. The fourth adaptation architecture of LSTM LM proposed
in Chapter 5 demonstrated a possibility to a trade-off of the model performance s between
in-domain development data and out-of-domain development data.
1.4 ASR-based Keyword Search System
1.4.1 System Overview
There are two schools in the research community of spoken keyword search systems, keyword-
filler based KWS (Rose and Paul, 1990; Wilpon et al., 1990) and ASR-based KWS (Makhoul
et al., 2000; Vergyri et al., 2007; Mamou et al., 2007; Miller et al., 2007). In keyword-Filler
based keyword search systems, a term is defined either as keyword or filler (any words
that are not keyword). The search is performed by decoding speech input into sequences
of keywords/fillers with time boundary information. For each keyword in this system, a
corresponding keyword acoustic model is built, and all the fillers will share a filler acoustic
model. This approach is known for its simplicity but has difficulty dealing with keywords
that only occur a limited number of times (Wilpon et al., 1990).
Another popular approach considers KWS as an application of ASR focusing on the
recognition of all keywords, and then retrieving the keywords in the transcribed text. The text
can be organized in different formats, including lattices, n-best lists or posting lists. Unlike
keyword-filler based KWS, which may only be able to search for pre-defined keywords, in this
approach, once the speech is translated to text, it can be used for searching any keyword. The
search performance, however, is highly depending on the quality of speech recognizer. For
low-resource languages, it is often hard to build ASR systems with accurate transcriptions,
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posing a challenge to ASR-based KWS systems. In Chapter 6 of this dissertation, we combat
this problem by exploring a range of useful features and different machine-learning derived
rescoring strategies.
Mathematically, ASR can be described as:
W ∗ = argmaxW
P (O|W )P (W )∑
W ′ P (O|W ′)P (W ′)
= argmaxWP (O|W )P (W )
(1.26)
where the P (O|W ) is computed by acoustic model and P (W ) is provided by the language
model. The optimal decoding result W ∗ is selected by maximum a posteriori decoding.
ASR-based KWS shares the same decoding process and modeling framework as ASR. For
a keyword q, Eq. 1.26 is used for the generation of hypothesized locations of the keyword q








P (O|W )P (W )∑
W ′ P (O|W ′)P (W ′)
(1.27)
ASR and ASR-based KWS share many common components. There are many perspectives
to improve ASR, but in this proposal, we focus on exploring ways to enhance ASR performance
by language models and to enhance ASR-based KWS performance by feature augmentation.
1.4.2 Rescoring of Posting Lists
Our work integrates this burstiness information into the KWS system at the last stage,
rescoring the decisions made by the system. We work with a KWS system that outputs
hypothesized keyword locations in the form of a posting list. For each keyword, a posting
list contains a series of candidate hits, each of which bears the properties beginning time,
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duration, source file, and confidence score.
Term-weighted value (TWV) is a common evaluation metric for the Babel9 KWS task.
TWV involves a linear combination of P
Miss
, the probability that a true hit for a given
keyword was missed, and P
FA
, the probability that a one-second window of time in the
conversation was incorrectly identified as a hit for the given keyword (Fiscus et al., 2007).
The formula to calculate TWV is
TWV (θ) = 1− P
Miss
(θ) + β ∗ P
FA
(θ) (1.28)
where β is a constant set to 999.9 and θ is a decision threshold. Hypotheses with confidence
scores below the threshold will not be scored. The TWV formula (1.28) dictates that when
the number of true hits for a keyword is low, which is quite common, the cost of erroneously
shrinking a good hit is much higher than the cost of erroneously boosting a false alarm.
TWVs for each keyword are averaged to yield actual TWV (ATWV):












Maximum TWV (MTWV) is the score that results after a search over possible thresholds is
conducted and an optimal θ is chosen.
In an ideal keyword search system, every correct hit has a higher confidence score than
every false alarm. Our work aims to reassign confidence scores in an attempt to move closer
to this ideal. This means both lowering the scores of false alarms and raising the scores of
correct hits. For this work, only the ranking of hits is important, not the absolute score.
In a posting list that yields a perfect MTWV, every correct hypothesis will have a higher
confidence score than every incorrect hypothesis. Therefore, the evaluation metric used is
9https://www.iarpa.gov/index.php/research-programs/babel
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MTWV – the efficacy of KWS regardless of optimal threshold detection.
1.5 Challenges of Rescoring in ASR-based KWS
1.5.1 Low Accuracy of ASR
The state-of-the-art technologies for speech recognition are very accurate for heavily studied
languages like English. However, their effectiveness depends heavily on the accuracy of
transcription, which in turn depends on the amount of training data and language resources.
Shortcomings emerge when dealing with low-resource languages. The quality of ASR systems
is poor, to account for this the search for a given term returns a large number of candidate
locations with a range of assigned likelihoods, most of them very low. Therefore, even in
current state-of-the-art systems, transcription performance and confidence estimation remain
fairly inaccurate. Eventually, the performances of the ASR-based keyword search systems for
low-resource languages are inferior.
1.5.2 Potentials of Auxiliary Features
One typical methodology to improve the performances of ASR-based KWS is by extracting
useful information from the data which is currently not incorporated into the ASR acoustic
and language models, and using this information to re-rank The candidate hits. A handful
of studies have been done for the conversational speech of low-resource languages. In this
dissertation, we focus on so-called word burst information. The assumption of word burst, or
burstiness, is that once a word or phrase has been uttered in a conversation, the probability
of that phrases repetition is higher than its marginal probability. Unlike the traditional way
to model the phenomenon of word burstiness (Kleinberg, 2003; Madsen et al., 2005), in this
dissertation, we capture the influence of word burstiness using a set of functions with respect
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to the original confidence scores of neighbor hits and the time distances. We use machine
learning algorithms to rescore candidate KWS hits based on word burst features extracted
from the posting list. In addition, we investigate a variety of acoustic/prosodic features to
enhance the ASR-based spoken term detection systems for multiple low-resource languages.
1.6 Organization and Contributions
In this dissertation, Chapters 2 and 3 are literature reviews, one for (neural network) language
models and their adaptation approaches, another for the rescoring strategies for low-resource
ASR-based KWS. In Chapter 4, we propose three model-based rescoring strategies based
on the adaptation of both DNN LMs and LSTM LMs, for ASR systems; In Chapter 5, we
propose four feature-based rescoring strategies based on the adaptation of LSTM LMs, for
ASR systems; In Chapter 6, we propose three rescoring strategies built on a range of signals
extracted from BABEL language pack data that are useful in keyword identification but are
not being used by the speech recognizer, for low-resource spoken term detection systems. The
last chapter concludes this thesis by discussing the contributions and possible future work.
By the time of the thesis writing, the work included here has been published at previous
conferences of ICASSP or Interspeech as: (Richards et al., 2014), (Ma et al., 2014), (Ma et al.,
2017) and (Ma et al., 2018).
Chapter 2
Literature Review of Language
Modeling
The applications of language models are two-fold: First, they can be used to rate the
likelihood of arbitrary sentences belonging to human languages; second, they can be involved
in the procedure language generation by ranking candidates for the next word in a sentence.
Since the first significant model proposed by the speech and language group of IBM in
1980s (Jelinek, 1985), a wealth of attempts have been made to improve the N-gram based
language models. Researchers have developed various advanced language models, such as
class-based n-gram models (Brown et al., 1992), topic-based n-gram models (Wang et al.,
2007), cache-based n-gram models (Jelinek et al., 1991; Church and Gale, 1995), structured
language models (Chelba, 1997), maximum entropy language models (Rosenfeld, 1996; Chen,
2009b), decision tree/forest language models (Bahl et al., 1989; Xu and Jelinek, 2004), etc. A
competitive alternative is the family of neural network based language models (Bengio et al.,
2003; Morin and Bengio, 2005; Mnih and Hinton, 2007, 2009; Mikolov et al., 2010; Arisoy
et al., 2012; Sundermeyer et al., 2012). In this chapter, we briefly summarize some of the
influential advanced languages in this chapter, with a focus on the neural network language
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models (NNLMs). A brief survey of the adaptation approaches with an emphasis on neural
network language models is included as well.
2.1 Advanced Language Models
2.1.1 Cache-based Language Models
Ordinary N-gram language models estimate the word distribution as an average over many
documents in the corpus. However, in the real world, words turn to appear more in the
conversation/article if they have been mentioned previously. To capture this dynamic
nature, Kuhn (1988) first proposed to utilize a window of the n-most recent words to adjust
the probability of the next word, in a tri-part-of-speech language model for HMM-based ASR
tasks. Kupiec (1989) investigated cache1 sizes ranging from 128 to 4096 words, and found
improvements in the predictions of the part-of-speech category for the next word when the
next word occurred in the cache. Later, Jelinek et al. (1991) proposed to linearly smooth the
unigram, bigram and trigram frequency distributions that were estimated from the cache
window, acting as the probability of cache-based language model. This probability was later
interpolated with the static trigram language model. By expanding the length of the trigram
cache to 500 to 800 words, a 23.8% reduction in word error rate for ASR of long documents
and a 5% reduction for short documents were reported.
Adaptive language models were introduced to account for repetition. It is well known
that the second instance of a word/phrase is more likely to appear than its marginal
probability.Church (2000) found that “the chance of two Noriegas is closer to p /2 than p2”.
In this dissertation, this word burstiness property was leveraged in the Chapter 6 for low-
resource ASR-based KWS. A number of refined techniques have subsequently been proposed
to address the same problem, including but not limited to latent semantic analysis (Bellegarda,
1Memory of long range word recurrence.
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1998), topic models (Blei, 2012), trigger models (Lau et al., 1993), etc.
2.1.2 Class-based Language Models
Class-based language models are equipped with an idea of hierarchy to combat data sparsity
in the computation of higher order N-grams. These models first map a word to a class of
words, then train the N-gram models on the classes. One of the most well-known class-based
language model is the IBM Model M, proposed by Stanley Chen (2009b). Model M assigned
each word w a single class c and utilized the word-class in the definition of the features. By
evaluating on Wall Street Journal data, Model M output the baseline word-level trigram LM
by 28% in perplexity and 1.9% in word error rate. Model M was soon enhanced with a better
clustering algorithm (Chen and Chu, 2010) that assigns the class to the word. An absolute
ASR WER reduction of 3.0% over a Katz-smoothed (Katz, 1987) trigram model on the WSJ
corpus was achieved.
2.1.3 Maximum Entropy Language Models
Maximum entropy (MaxEnt) model provides a framework to incorporate diverse features
into language modeling. Mathematically, it can be described as:







where y stands for the output (in the context of language modeling, a word), h denotes the
word history, and y′ represents a set of all the possible outputs (words). Function fi denotes
a feature function, whose corresponding weight λi will be optimized during model training.
Typically, the language model is built over a large vocabulary, hence making the probability
estimation by a MaxEnt model over the entire vocabulary extremely time-consuming. To
overcome the shortcoming, Goodman (2001a) proposed to cluster the wordsinto classes based
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on their distributional similarity, thus decomposing equation (2.1) into the multiplication of
two components, and we further extend it into a hierarchical structure when computing the
conditional probability:








where c denotes the cluster of word w, Z1 and Z2 is the scalar for normalization. Such
decomposition greatly reduces the computational complexity of large-scale MaxEnt models,
and we also apply the hierarchical idea to our neural network based model architectures.
2.1.4 Neural Network Language Models
In neural network based language models, words are represented in a distributed way (Hinton,
1986). The neural network is trained to estimate word probabilities. The neural network
architecture could be either feed-forward or recurrent: deep (feed-forward) neural networks
(DNN) only allow information to propagate from the input layer to the output layer; recurrent
neural networks (RNN) include connections between units forming a directed cycle. NNLMs
were first described by Xu and Rudnicky (2000). However, they utilized a neural network
without hidden units, thus unable to learn unigram and bigram statistics. Soon NNLMs
has attracted much more attention since the remarkable paper by Bengio et al. (2003)
with subsequent work that exploring more complicated architectures of neural networks for
language modeling Morin and Bengio (2005); Mnih and Hinton (2007, 2009); Mikolov et al.
(2010); Arisoy et al. (2012); Sundermeyer et al. (2012, 2013, 2015).
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Figure 2.1: An artificial neuron
2.2 Feed-Forward Neural Network Language Models
2.2.1 Basic of Neural Networks
Neural networks (NNs) are powerful learning models and are able to characterize complicated
relations (Jain et al., 1996). The Artificial neuron (shown in Figure 2.1) is the simplest
neural network, which consists of two stages: first, a summation function is applied to
calculate the inner product of inputs x1, x2, ..., xn−1 with their associated weights. Second,
a non-linear function f (i.e. activation function”) takes the sum-of-product along with an
extra bias value w0 to produce the computation result as output, whose range is typically
restricted to [0, 1] or [-1, 1]. Mathematically, this is:




By connecting multiple neurons into multiple layers, the modeling power of the neural network
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substantially grows. A three-layer NN consists of input, hidden, and output layers. On the
input layer, neurons only pass and distribute the inputs and perform no computation; The
subsequent hidden layer, and the output layer transform the activations into values with a
restricted range (in practice, typical choices for activation functions include the hyperbolic
tangent, simpler linear rectifier function, the logistic function, etc.). Layers are typically fully
connected and the neurons comprising each layer are typically isolated from their neighbors
on the same layer.
2.2.2 Word Embedding
How to represent words is a fundamental problem when dealing with natural languages.
The one-hot representation is a traditional method. It maps each word to a fixed-length
(equal to the size of the vocabulary) vector consisting of a single ‘1’ and all ‘0’s for the other
dimensions. Nonetheless, using a one-hot representation with a large vocabulary will make
language modeling intrinsically difficult due to the curse of dimensionality. In addition, such
word vectors fail to reflect syntactic similarity between words.
As a remedy for these problems, distributed representations of words were first suggested by
Geoffrey Hinton (1986), and have gained increasing attention in NNLMs since the remarkable
work of Bengio et al. (2003). A word embedding W : words → Rn is a function mapping
words to real-valued vectors. W is initialized to random vectors for every word, then adapted
by performing some NLP tasks. For example, it is possible to train word embeddings
in conjunction with language model training – similar contexts are prone to have similar
representations resulting in similar predictions for the next word. Therefore, similar words are
end up with similar vectors. In turn, this clustering enables the language model to implement
smoothing implicitly – the conditional probability of the next word can be modeled as a
smooth function of the feature vectors of the context words and the next word.
Word embeddings exhibit another even more noticeable property – analogies between words
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tend to be encoded in the learned word vectors. For instance, there seems to be a consistent
“male-female” difference vector: vector(“King”) - vector(“Man”) + vector(“Woman”) results in
a vector that is closest to the vector representation of the word “Queen” (Mikolov et al., 2013).
Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) and GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) are two well-known
vector representations for words, and have been widely used as pre-trained word embeddings.
2.2.3 DNN LM
In 2003, In order to conquer the curse of dimensionality , Bengio et al. (2003) introduced
the first large-scale deep feed-forward neural network based language model (DNN LM),
revising it in (Bengio et al., 2006). DNN LMs can learn a distributed representation of words
along with the probability function of word sequences in terms of a concatenation of such
representations. This model is considered as one of the earliest formulated work of NNLMs.
The architecture of this DNN LM is illustrated in Figure 2.2. In such a model, the input
to the language model is formed by using a fixed length history (i.e., the preceding n − 1
words), where each word is encoded using a one-hot representation.
Unlike ordinary DNNs, there are actually two hidden layers in Bengio et al.’s model: the
shared word feature layer C and the ordinary hyperbolic tangent hidden layer. The first
hidden layer is utilized to linearly map word vectors to a lower dimensional space using a
projection matrix P , which is shared among the words at different positions in the history.
In this way, the projection layer C constructs the distributed feature vectors, i.e., word
embeddings, C(i) that was associated with each word i in the vocabulary V . Let x denote the
word feature layer activation vector, then the history can be represented as the concatenation
of the input word representing:
x = (C(wt−1), C(wt−2), ..., C(wt−n+1)) (2.5)
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Figure 2.2: Deep feed-forward neural network architecture (From: Bengio et al. (2003))
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Subsequently, the second hidden layer applies a hyperbolic tangent function (tanh) to the
projected vectors.
Lastly, the neural network computes the following function, with a softmax output layer,
which guarantees positive probabilities summing to 1:





The yi are the un-normalized log-probabilities for each output word i, computed as follows,
with parameters b,W,U, d and H:
y = b+W · x+ U · tanh(d+Hx) (2.7)
where the hyperbolic tangent tanh is applied element by element and W is optionally zero
(no direct connections).
Let g stand for the function that maps x to a conditional probability distribution over
words in V for the next word wt. The function g may be implemented by training the DNN,






log f(wt, wt−1, ..., wt−n+1; θ) +R(θ) (2.8)
where R(θ) is a regularization term. After the neural network is trained, the output layer
will approximate the probability distribution over words.
The free parameters of the DNN LM include: the output biases b (with |V | elements), the
hidden layer biases d (with h elements), the hidden-to-output weights U ( |V | × h matrix),
the word-features-to-output weights W (|V | × (n− 1)m matrix), the hidden layer weights H
(h× (n− 1)m matrix), and the word features C (|V | ×m matrix): θ = (b, d,W,U,H,C).
A comparative experiment was performed in Bengio et al. (2003)’s paper on the Brown
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corpus2 which is a stream of 1 million words, from a large variety of English texts and books.
To facilitate the training, the vocabulary was reduced to the 16,383 most frequent words.
Another experiment was run on text from the Associated Press (APNews) corpus, which
contains approximately 14 million words. The simplified vocabulary including the 17,964
most frequent words.
Compared with traditional benchmark N-gram models, the DNN LM showed significantly
better results, with a test perplexity difference of ∼ 24% on Brown and ∼ 8% on AP News.
This language model took “smoothing” into consideration implicitly, and performed better
than traditional complicated smoothing algorithms at a rate of 10% to 20%.
2.2.4 Learning Algorithm
Training a model means minimizing some cost function by updating the model parameters.
Both DNNs and RNNs can be trained by stochastic gradient descent (SGD) using the
back-propagation algorithm proposed by Rumelhart et al. (1988).
The main idea behind back-propagation is the use of the chain rule to efficiently calculate
gradients recursively:once getting the output value, compare it with the correct value to
calculate their difference as loss. Then the gradients of the loss function with respect to the
neural network’s weights will be calculated. Scaled by the model learning rate, the gradients
are utilized to update the weights. This process repeats until the desired output is calculated
by the network. The Back-Propagation Through Time (BPTT) algorithm Mozer (1989) is
often used when training recurrent neural networks. The pseudo-code of BPTT is shown as
Figure 2.3: In SGD, a parameter p is updated by:
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Figure 2.3 Pesudo Code of Back-Propagation Through Time
/* Given the input a[t] at time t and the output y[t]. n is the length of the training
sequence */
Unfold the network to contain k instances of f
while stopping criteria has not met do
x = the zero-magnitude vector /* x is the current context */
for t from 0 to n− 1 do
Set the network inputs to x, a[t], a[t+ 1], · · · , a[t+ k − 1]
p =forward-propagate the inputs over whole unfolded network
e = y[t+ k]− p /* error = target - prediction */
Back-propagate the error, e, back across whole unfolded network
Update all the weights in the network
Average the weights in each instance of f together, so that each f is identical
x = f(x) /* Compute the context for the next time-step */
end for
end while
where p(k+ 1) is the value of parameter p that will be used by the network to process training
examples from the next batch, and the parameter 0 < λ < 1 is called learning rate. A small
learning rate makes the neural network learn slowly, while a large learning rate makes the
weights and objective function diverge (i.e. there is no learning at all) (De Mulder et al.,
2015). It is possible is to update the learning rate by incorporating a momentum term µ,
thus extend the updating rule to:
p(k + 1) = p(k) + µ(p(k)− p(k − 1))− λ∂E(k)
∂p(k)
(2.10)
It has been shown that such a momentum term can increase the rate of convergence dramati-
cally (Rumelhart et al., 1985).
Overfitting is a common problem during the training of neural networks, that is, while
the network decreases the error on the training set, at some point during training it actually
begins to get worse again on unseen example. Therefore, a validation set should be used to
detect when overfitting starts, training is then stopped before convergence (so-called early
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stopping). This method is widely used due to its simplicity and effectiveness, which is superior
to other regularization methods reported in many cases (Prechelt, 1998).
Specifically, with SGD, the weight matrices of the neural network are updated after
presenting every example (or batch/mini-batch). Training will iterate over all training data
in several epochs (in neural network terminology one epoch equals one forward pass and one
backward pass of all the training examples): After each epoch, the network is assessed on the
validation data. If lower error is achieved on the validation set, the training will continue in
a new epoch. This step is repeated until no significant improvement is found. Usually, it will
take several epochs before achieving convergence (Mikolov, 2012).
One advantages for DNN LMs is, by discovering the similarities between words, we will
be able to obtain generalization from the word sequences in the training corpus to new
sequences. For example, having a sentence “The cat is walking in the living room” seen in
the training corpus, we could naturally generalize to sentences like “A dog is walking in the
room” and “The cat is running in a living room”, due to the similar roles of “cat” and “dog”
in the sentences (both semantically and syntactically), and the similar roles of “a” and “the”,
“walking” and “running”, “living room” and “room”, etc. An obvious advantage of NNLMs is,
as the presence of similar sentences increases the probability of each other, smoothing is done
implicitly.
2.2.5 Variants
Bengio et al. (2003) mentioned an energy minimization network as a variant of the DNN LM
in the same paper. In this framework, even the word being predicted has been mapped to a
feature vector. The core idea is that the energy minimization network takes a sub-sequence
of words as input and calculates an energy function E to indicate how likely it is that the
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words form a sub-sequence (high energy when it is unlikely). E can be defined as:




where bwt−i stands for the vector of biases, d for the vector of hidden units biases, v for the out-
put weight vector, and H for the hidden layer weight matrix, and x consists of both the input
words and the output word(the next word), i.e. x = (C(wt), C(wt−1), C(wt−2), · · · , C(wt−n+1).
This energy function can be interpreted as an un-normalized log-likelihood of the co-
occurrence of sequence (wt−n+1, ..., wt). By normalizing the energy over the possible values of
word wt, we can finally have the conditional probability P (wt|wt−1, , wt−n+1):





Bengio et al. (2003) experimented with the above architecture and developed a technique to
accelerate the neural network training based on it. Later, Mnih and Hinton (2009) modify the
energy function and proposed a hierarchical distributed language model to address large-scale
corpora.
In a summary, DNN LMs incorporate distributed representations of words in feed-forward
neural networks, thus enabling them to jointly learn the posterior probability as well as
the word feature vectors, which can be used for other NLP tasks. These language models
implement smoothing implicitly, and outperform explicit smoothing approaches.
A major shortcoming of DNN LMs is that there are many parameters in the model to
learn. Training and testing thus take a considerable amount of time (actually, linear time in
the vocabulary size). The softmax function in the DNN LM is the most computationally-
intensive phase, and drastically slows down the training process. Furthermore, in DNN LMs,
the distributed representations are only used for context, not for the word being predicted.
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The semantic/syntactic similarities between output words were not exploited. In addition,
polysemous words3 are not well served by the model presented here since each word only
corresponds to a single point in the continuous space.
Despite these flaws, DNN LMs laid the foundation for follow-up explorations of NNLMs.
The hierarchical neural language model was developed to overcome the costly softmax
computation over |V | elements in the standard DNN LMs. Goodman (2001a) showed that
splitting the output layer into a two-layer hierarchy (in class-based language models) was
able to accelerate training by reduced training complexity from O(|V |) to O(
√
|V |). Pushed
to the limit, a hierarchical decomposition achieved by a balanced binary tree can provide an
exponential speed-up, decreasing the complexity by |V |
log2|V | .
Inspired by this idea, Morin and Bengio extended the DNN LM architecture by decom-
posing the WordNet semantic hierarchy into a binary tree structure. The hierarchical DNN
LM uses the binary tree to represent a hierarchical clustering of words, instead of using an
unstructured large vocabulary. Each leaf node in the binary tree corresponds to a word,
therefore the word can be uniquely specified by the path from the root to this leaf. Conse-
quently, the probability of a word becomes the probability of the path of binary decisions to
reach that word in the tree, represented in a vector of length log |V | as the probability of
visiting the left child at each of the nodes.
Although the model accomplished an exponential reduction in time complexity of training
and testing, it failed to beat its non-hierarchical counterpart, the original DNN LM system.
Later, Mnih and Hinton (2009) made efforts to counteracting this drawback, when they
investigated hierarchical log-bilinear models for large-scale corpora.
3Refers to the words that have multiple meanings.
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2.3 Recurrent Neural Network Language Models
2.3.1 RNN LM
Recurrent Neural Networks are another kind of neural network which have hidden states
to “store” abstract information for the history of all of its inputs. Besides their nonlinear
dynamics, RNNs are well-known for its power in modeling sequential data (Martens and
Sutskever, 2011). The major difference between RNNs and DNNs is RNN’s hidden units at
time t take both the input at time t and the hidden unit at time t− 1 as inputs.
Given a word sequence x1, x2, ..., xT , a vanilla RNN calculates a sequence of hidden states
h1, h2, ..., hT and a sequence of predictions y1, y2, ..., yT via the following steps (also shown in
Figure 2.4) (Mikolov, 2012):
ti = Whxxi +Whhhi−1 + bh (2.13)
hi = e(ti) (2.14)
si = Whyhi + by (2.15)
yi = g(si) (2.16)
where Whx,Whh,Why are the weight matrices between layers, and bh, by are the biases. e
and g are pre-defined vector-valued functions, which are typically non-linear and applied
coordinate-wise. To initialize, RNNs use a special bias for Whhh0 at the beginning of time.
The objective function associated with an RNN for a single training pair (xi, y
′
i) can be
defined as f(θ) = L(y′i, yi), where function L measures the deviation of the prediction yi
from the ground truth y′i. The overall objective function for the entire training set can be
computed by averaging the values of the objective function for every pair.
The RNN model is usually trained in a specific time of epochs, in which all data from
training corpus are sequentially presented. In training, RNN weights are usually initialized
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Figure 2.4: RNNLM Architecture
to small values. Mikolov et al. (2010) utilized the standard back-propagation algorithm with
stochastic gradient descent to train their networks. After each epoch, the network was
assessed on the validation data: if it increased the higher log-likelihood on validation data,
training would continue in a new epoch. This process was repeated until no further significant
improvement was reported.
Speech recognition experiments on the Wall Street Journal task (Paul and Baker, 1992)
and much harder NIST RT05 task (Istrate et al., 2005) using RNN LMs, showed an 18%
reduction of word error rate for the WSJ corpus and a 5% on the NIST RT05 task, compared
to the standard N-gram model. Moreover, Mikolov et al. (2010) showed a 50% reduction in
perplexity by using a mixture of several RNN LMs.
However, compared to the HLBL model, the RNN LM is slightly computationally expensive
in time: its average complexity is O(
√
n), whereas the HLBL’s complexity is O(log2n) on
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average. In practice, training an RNN is known to be very slow. For instance, the RNNs
used in the experiments described by Mikolov et al. (2010) took several weeks of training.
As an exploration of accelerating training, Mikolov et al. (2011) subdivided the output
layer of the RNN into two stages. In this extended model, words were assigned to classes
based on their unigram frequency. To compute its output, first the class layer is evaluated,
then only the words belonging to the predicted class are evaluated, instead of the whole
output layer. This idea was first seen in Goodman (2001a), Mikolov et al. applied it to the
RNNLM framework.
2.3.2 Variants
Optimization of RNN LMs can be tricky, the major obstacle is the vanishing gradient
problem (Hochreiter, 1998). Specifically, in deep neural networks, the gradient tends to get
smaller as we move backward through the hidden layers. This means that neurons in the
earlier layers learn much more slowly than neurons in later layers. In contrast, sometimes
the gradient grows to large in earlier layers, leading to the so-called exploding gradient
problem (Bengio et al., 1994).
The RNN model used by Mikolov et al. (2010) is the simplest one, the Elman network.
Changing the hidden layer structure of the model is one way to combat the vanishing gradient
problem. The two most popular choices for doing so are the Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) (Cho et al.,
2014b) architectures.
The LSTMa has a novel structure known as a memory cell. A memory cell is composed
of four main elements: an input gate, a neuron with a self-recurrent connection, a forget
gate, and an output gate. By specifying a fixed weight of 1.0 to the self-recurrent connection,
outside interference will be blocked, so that the state of a memory cell can remain constant
from one-time step to another. The three gates serve to modulate the interactions between
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the memory cell itself and its environment: the input gate can allow incoming signals to alter
the state of the memory cell or block them; the output gate is in control of letting the state
of the memory cell have an effect on subsequent neurons or preventing it; the forget gate can
modulate the memory cell’s self-recurrent connection, allowing the cell to remember or forget
its previous state when necessary. Intuitively, the forget gate is in control of the extent to
which the preceding memory is forgotten, the input gate controls how much each memory
is updated, and the output gate is in charge of the exposure of the internal memory state.
Later, GRU was proposed by Cho et al. (2014a) as a simplified versions of LSTMs. A GRU is
an LSTM without an output gate, which therefore fully writes the contents from its memory
cell to the larger net at each time step. Both of these RNN architectures are able to tackle
vanishing gradients and efficiently learn long-range dependencies.
Recent advances in RNN LMsinclude bidirectional RNN architectures (Schuster and
Paliwal, 1997), subword-level (Mikolov et al., 2012) or character-level (Sutskever et al., 2011;
Hermans and Schrauwen, 2013) or hybrid character-word RNN LMs (Verwimp et al., 2017;
Miyamoto and Cho, 2016) RNN LMs, RNN LMs with larger context (Wang and Cho, 2015;
Lin et al., 2015; Ji et al., 2015). Assuming the next word is not only dependent on the
preceding words in the sequence, but also the subsequent words. This type of model predicts
the next word by considering both the left and the right context. Essentially, a bidirectional
RNN is two RNNs stacked on top of each other. The output is computed based on the hidden
state of both RNNs.
Recently, another family of neural networks, i.e. , the convolutional neural network (CNN)
has attracted increasing attention in the realm of language modeling. Representative work
includes (Wang et al., 2015), (Kim et al., 2016a) and (Jozefowicz et al., 2016). As we
concentrate on deep (feed-forward) neural network and recurrent neural network in this
dissertation, we skip further discussion of CNN LMs.
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2.4 Adaptation of Neural Network Language Models
2.4.1 Fine-tuning Neural Networks
The idea of fine-tuning was originally put forward by Hinton et al. (1995). In this paper,
a three-layer neural network model composed of layers of neurons that were connected by
the bottom-up “recognition” connections (which convert the input into representations in
successive hidden layers) and the top-down “generative” connections (which reconstruct the
representation in the layer above). The authors proposed to train such a neural network
model through two phases: “wake” phase, where the neurons were driven by recognition
connections, and generative connections are adapted to increase the probability that they
would reconstruct the correct activity vector in the layer below; then “sleep” phase, where the
neurons are dominating by generative connections and recognition connections are adapted to
increase the probability that they would resort the correct activity vector in the layer above.
After a decade, Hinton et al. (2006) proposed to use an “up-down” algorithm to fine-tune
the deep belief networks, in attempt to accelerating its training. It can be viewed as a
constrastive version of the wake–sleep algorithm. In this paper, fine-tuning referred to
pre-training neural networks with a generative objective followed by an additional training
phase with a discriminative object on the same data.
More recently, fine-tuning has been referred to using the values of parameters that were
estimated on potentially large datasets as initialization in applications with limited access
to labeled data. This methodology shows great success, especially in the tasks related to
computer vision, such as object recognition (Agrawal et al., 2014), image retrieval (Babenko
et al., 2014), semantic segmentation Girshick et al. (2014), etc.
In this thesis, we adopt the pre-training and fine-tuning methodology to address the
adaptation of neural network language models. More details will be discussed in Chapters 4
and 5.
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2.4.2 Neural Network Adaptation for Acoustic Models
Adaptation of NNLMs is a new research area. There are more studies of the adaptation of
neural network models, for the application in acoustic modeling.
Adding a linear transformation network (LIN) (Neto et al., 1995) between the input
and hidden layers is a classic feature space adaptation method for deep neural network
models. The LIN layer worked as a pre-processor of the neural networks. The adaptation was
performed by only adapting the parameters associated with the LIN layer. It had been proven
to be an effective way to adapt acoustic models for ASR systems (Yao et al., 2012). Huang
et al. (2014) suggested an adaptation approach that used maximum a posteriori (MAP)
estimation of the LIN parameters by incorporating prior knowledge into the adaptation
process. The method shown 1.15% more relative reduction, compared to the baseline LIN
framework, for the ASR task in Switchboard corpus (Godfrey et al., 1992).
Likewise, adding an affine transformation network between the last hidden layer and the
output layer is known as another popular strategy, “Linear Hidden Network (LHN)” to adapt
the deep neural network models (Gemello et al., 2007). Different from LIN, LHN allows
reusing the feature extractor component and adapting a model to a new domain by fine-tuning
the parameters of LHN layer only. Gemello et al. (2007) investigated adaptations using LIN
and LHN, and claimed that LHN outperformed LIN when adapting deep neural network
acoustic models to a new vocabulary, a new noisy environment and new speakers. Huang et al.
(2015) proposed an augmented LHN architecture to re-estimate some DNN parameters as
random Gaussian variables, with the prior information extracted from the training data. The
model outperformed the standard LHN and the results the authors reached by LIN (Huang
et al., 2014).
Some other effective adaptation strategies (Dupont and Cheboub, 2000; Kuhn et al., 2000)
had been put forward to handle the cases where only a small amount of adaptation data is
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available. These methods treated the parameters of the transformations as the components
of a vector in a parameter adaptation space, where the principal components of this space
defined a speaker space. Finding the values of the coordinates of a specific speaker point in
the speaker-specific space implemented rapid speaker adaptation.
2.4.3 DNN LM Adaptation
One of the earliest adaptations of deep neural network based LMs is Park et al. (2010), where
the authors cascaded a linear adaptation layer between the embedding layer and hidden layers.
During adaptation, only the embedding layer and the adaptation layer were updated while
keeping other parts of the network fixed. To improve the robustness of adaptation, the 1-best
hypotheses of the unadapted baseline DNN LM was used as supervision. By combining it
with a 4-gram LM using a tuned weight of 0.5, the adapted DNN LM decreased the perplexity
up to 25.4%, and yielded a small WER reduction in an Arabic speech recognition system.
However, this method requires updating the embedding layer, which aggregates many model
parameters, the computational cost is expensive.
Later, Alumäe (2013) added an adaptation layer between the embedding and hidden
layers in a DNN LM as well, but with the goal of modeling the differences between various
domains through multiplicative factors of the adaptation layer. Each domain factor multiplied
a weighted sum of the embedding layer element-wisely, and the results were fed to the hidden
layers. The multiplicative adaptation layer consistently reduced perplexity across Estonian,
English, and French corpora, with a relative improvement up to 16.5%. Their ASR experiment
on Estonian data showed up to 4.6% relatively reduction in WER, by combining the best
adapted DNN LM with a baseline N-gram model for second-pass rescoring.
Another work investigated the adaptation of DNN LMs is Tüske et al. (2016), which
applied the log-linear interpolation algorithm proposed in (Klakow et al., 1998) to multi-
domain adaptation of DNN LMs. Training data from multiple domains shared the same
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hidden layers, and their outputs were interpolated by a domain-specific linear layer before
passing to the softmax function. Interpolated with a 4-gram Kneser–Ney smoothing (Kneser
and Ney, 1995) language model, the adapted DNN LM showed a reduction of perplexity as
well as WER on test sets.
2.4.4 RNN LM Adaptation
Compared to the adaptation of DNN language models, the adaptation of recurrent language
model is a relatively new area. The pioneering work of the adaptation on recurrent neural
language models (RNN LMs) is Mikolov and Zweig (2012). In this paper, Mikolov and Zweig
pointed out that feeding contextual signals as additional inputs to recurrent neural network
LMs is preferable for domain adaptation as it avoids building many individual signal-specific
submodels. They extended the basic RNN LM with an additional contextual layer which was
connected to both the hidden layer and output layer. By providing topic vectors associated
with each word as inputs to the contextual layer, they obtained a large reduction in WER
(18% relative) on the Wall Street Journal ASR task. This work laid a foundation for many
subsequent studies.
Later, Chen et al. (2015) performed multi-genre RNN LM adaptation by incorporating
various topic representations as additional input features, which outperformed RNN LMs
that were fine-tuned on genre-specific data. Experiments showed an 8% relative reduction
in perplexity and a small WER reduction compared to unadapted RNN LMs on broadcast
news. Deena et al. (2016) extended this work by incorporating a linear adaptation layer
between the hidden layer and output layer, and only fine-tuned its weight matrix when
adapting. They reported a 10% relative reduction in perplexity and a 2% relative reduction
in WER, also on broadcast news.
As an extension of the adaptation method proposed in (Alumäe, 2013), Tilk and Alumäe
(2014) put a sigmoid adaptation layer with domain-dependent additive factors between the
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hidden layer and softmax layer of an RNN LM. At time step t, the state of the adaptation
layer is decided by the state of the hidden layer along with a 1-of-k encoded domain vector.
The adapted RNN LM showed 16.3% relative reduction in perplexity against a baseline RNN
LM.
Based on the observation that typically only input and output layers rely on the vocabulary,
Ragni et al. (2016) proposed a multi-language NNLM, whose hidden layers are shared and
language-independent, while both input and output layers are language-dependent. The
input and output layers consist of language-specific blocks, where each block is used only with
the features extracted from the corresponding language. Once the multi-language model was
trained, it can be fine-tuned for each individual language, or even unseen languages. Ragni et al.
(2016) investigated 14 diverse languages from the Babel program, and their experimental
results demonstrated that the shared hidden layer representations can help reduce the
perplexity of individual languages. Small WER reductions (1.6% and 1.8%, relatively) are
reported as well.
Gangireddy et al. (2016) introduced the scaling of forward-propagated hidden activations
(Learning Hidden Unit Contributions technique) to RNN LM unsupervised adaptation. In
the paper, a vector of language-dependent parameters was applied to the output of the hidden
layer, then this re-weighted output was fed to the next layer as average input. The language-
dependent can be viewed as weighting the hidden unit contributions. The authors found
it beneficial to update only the forward-pass activations for adaptation, which were passed
then unscaled to the recurrent layer, in order to avoid modifying the learned history. Small
reduction in WER reduction have been reported for the LHUC adaptation and fine-tuning
all the weight matrices.
Recently, Ghosh et al. (2016) proposed to use an embedding for topic dynamics and add
it element-wisely to the calculation of gates and cell state of LSTM cells. Although the
reduction in perplexity was small, the adapted LSTM LM showed a 21% relative improvement
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in accuracy for a sentence selection task on Wikipedia and an 18% relative improvement on
Google News. Deena et al. (2017) proposed four approaches to fine-tuning RNN LMs with
domain-specific features, and concluded that adding a separate weight matrix for the auxiliary
features at the input layer gave the best performance. In their work, the auxiliary features
were derived from a multi-layer perceptron regression between the RNN LM hidden state
vectors and show-level LDA features. Their best adapted RNN LM showed a 16% relative
reduction in word perplexity and a 1.3% relative reduction in WER when interpolating with
a 4-gram LM in the second-pass to rescore 100-best lists.
Beyond ASR, the adaptation of NNLMs has been actively studied for a range of applica-
tions. For instance, Hoang et al. (2016) investigated various adaptation settings to integrate
side information into RNN language modeling, and found that passing both hidden output
and word vectors through a single neural network layer before the softmax was the best
strategy. Including both keywords and descriptions of TED talks as auxiliary side information
yielded largest reduction (8.6% relative) in perplexity. Kim et al. (2016b) suggested a K + 1
LSTM model where one model is designed to capture global patterns across all K domains
while the remaining K models learn domain-specific information. Experimenting with 17
personal assistant domains showed gains in the F1 score for a slot sequence tagging task.
2.4.5 NNLM Adaptation in End-to-End ASR Frameworks
Recently, end-to-end (E2E) models have been observed state-of-the-art results in ASR
task (Chan et al., 2015; Bahdanau et al., 2016). Such E2E ASR systems can be augmented
with language model via various ways: for example, Chorowski and Jaitly (2016) linearly
combineD the score of the E2E model and language model to guide the beam search (known
as “shallow fusion”). Gulcehre et al. (2015) fused the hidden states of the decoder in sequence-
to-sequence model and language model using gating mechanism (known as “deep fusion”),
for the machine translation task.
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In the E2E frameworks, actually an implicit language model is learned from the training,
given the output labeled sequences. If the domain of the speech data that is used to train
E2E model differentiates from the domain of textual data that is used to train the external
language model, a domain mismatch problem occurs. To address this challenge by Sriram
et al. (2017) proposed to jointly train the E2E models with an external language model,
which encouraged the decoder component of E2E models to leverage more broad linguistic
knowledge (known as “cold fusion”). Their ASR experiments shown that using cold fusion
can adapt the model towards a new domain for ASR task, with 10 times less data.
2.4.6 Alleviation of Catastrophic Forgetting
BenZeghiba and Bourlard (2003) proposed to maintain some training examples of the missing
classes in the adaptation data. A noticeable shortcoming of this method is, training examples
of a considerable amount should be kept to preserve the class boundaries of the neural network
model. But there are no obvious criteria for selecting the samples from the training data.
In (Gemello et al., 2007), the authors put forward a new solution to catastrophic forget-
ting by introducing “Conservative Training”, a method which compensated for the lack of
adaptation samples in some classes. The core of conservative training was that the probability
of the classes with no adaptation samples available should be replaced by the best available
estimations of their real values.
More recently, (Kirkpatrick et al., 2017) shown that it is possible to overcome this
limitation of catastrophic forgetting and to obtain adapted neural network models that can
maintain expertise on the former tasks. The forgetting of the knowledge that was learned
from the past tasks was alleviated by selectively slowing down the fine-tuning of the weights
that are important for those tasks.
In this dissertation, we make an initial attempt to mitigate the influence of catastrophic
forgetting in the fine-tuning phase. The fourth adaptation architecture of LSTM LM proposed
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in Chapter 5 demonstrated a possibility to a trade-off of the model performances between
in-domain data and out-of-domain data.
Chapter 3
Literature Review of Rescoring for
KWS
Many information retrieval techniques have been borrowed from text-based information
retrieval (IR) to improve the performance of KWS. A primary approach is to transcribe
the speech into text first, then directly employ the text-based IR techniques (Zhou, 2003).
There are two significant flaws: (1) Limitations on the performance of the ASR system.
There exist much more languages in the world whose accessible resources are so limited that
could not be used to pre-train and fine-tune the parameters of NNLMs. It poses challenges
not only for the ASR systems of these low-resource (under-represented) languages, but also
the ASR-based keyword search system. (2) The loss, during transcription, of potentially
useful information (Mamou et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2014). In this dissertation, we seek to
improve this output by extracting various useful features from the data which is currently
not incorporated in the conventional ASR acoustic and language models, and leveraging the
information to re-rank the candidate hits produced by the original ASR system. This chapter
summarizes of the promising features can be used for the purpose. We elaborate the features
we derive and the rescoring strategies built on top of the features in Chapter 6.
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3.1 Rescoring using Word Burstiness
3.1.1 Word-Burst Phenomenon
“Word-burst” phenomenon is the tendency for word/phrase utterances to appear together in
bursts as conversational topics fluctuate. Word burstiness stems from an intuitive hypothesis:
a word like “burstiness”, which has a very low marginal probability in the language, should
have a far higher probability in a discourse in which it has already been mentioned.
To take advantage of word-burst patterns, several methods have been proposed. If a word
tends to appear in bursts, its probability of occurrence will violate independent observation
assumptions (Church and Gale, 1995). Therefore, various estimation methods of probabilities
have been proposed. For estimating the probability of positive adaptation, Church (2000)
introduced a generalization of document frequency and estimated the probability of recurring
words using: P (+adapt) = P (k ≥ 2|k ≥ 1) ≈ df2
df1
, where dfk referred to the number of
documents that contain a word sequence of length n > 0 for k or more times. However, this
method requires sufficient training data to reliably approximate P (+adapt); where data is
limited this representation will suffer.
Jelinek (1997) proposed a cache language model to incorporate word burst into a language
model by adapting the probabilities of a word after seeing it. In this way, he developed a
dynamic language model which can model the actual documents more closely. The above
approaches were designed for languages which have adequate training data. Few investigations
have been devoted to KWS using word burst in low-resource languages.
Recently, Chiu and Rudnicky (2013) exploited the word-burst patterns by modifying
lattice and consensus network confidence scores. This approach improved KWS performance
derived from limited data conditions in five low-resource languages. However, the performance
gains on full language pack results were more modest. By the time we started the study of
rescoring for BABEL Program, (Chiu and Rudnicky, 2013) is the only prior work that made
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use of word burstiness for low-resource languages KWS. While their work rescored confusion
networks (CNs), we make our improvements by rescoring the posting list alone. Additionally,
their rescoring is based on direct adjustment of hit scores based on the proximity of repeated
hits, while this work uses a larger set of burst-based features to optimize rescoring behavior.
While effective on 10 hour (LimitedLP) data sets, their approach shows limited gains on
40 hours of data (FullLP). In Chapter 6, our word burstiness based rescoring technique
demonstrates improvements on both conditions.
3.1.2 Rule-based Rescoring
In (Ma et al., 2014), Richards and Rosenberg proposed an empirical rule-based rescoring,
based on the word burstiness phenomenon. It selectively boosts the scores of hits that depends
on three parameters: a score threshold τ , an increment size ι, and window size ω, expressed
in seconds. For a target hit t in a given conversation file, they perform the following steps:
(1) Assemble a list Nt of neighbor hits for the same keyword within the time window.
(2) Find maxNt , the highest-scoring hit in Nt, and compare its confidence score to τ .
(3) If maxNt is higher than τ , then boost the score of t by adding to it ι * the score of
maxNt .
In Chapter 6, we build a subsystem using this rule-based rescoring strategy, and ensemble
it with other two systems we propose.
3.2 Rescoring using Acoustic-Prosodic Features
Another promising feature set directly makes use of additional information carried by
the speech signals, measuring similarities of acoustic-prosodic and other non-linguistic fea-
tures. Tejedor et al. (2013), Ma and Rosenberg (2015) reported success when employing
various acoustic-prosodic features to dynamic time warping based Query-by-Example search
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(QbE), investigating a range of features including MFCCs, phoneme recognition hypotheses
and their posterior probabilities have been investigated. However, QbE retrieves data from a
speech data repository given an acoustic query containing the term of interest as input. It
is uncertain whether the success can be generalized to spoken term detection, which relies
on a textual transcription of the search term to retrieve the speech data. We explore the
effectiveness of a variety of acoustic-prosodic features for hypothesis rescoring in the context
of ASR-based KWS.
Another related work is (Stoyanchev et al., 2012), where the authors used prosodic and
syntactic features to identify mis-recognized words to predict whether: (1) an utterance
contains an error, and (2) whether a word in a misrecognized utterance is misrecognized.
Adding the extra features to the original ASR feature set brought a 40% improvement in
f-measure over ASR posteriors.
In this dissertation, we seek to improve this output by extracting useful information
from the data which is currently not incorporated into the ASR pipelines, and using them
information to calibrate the confidence scores of the candidate hits. Experimenting with Zulu
language, we find acoustic-prosodic features actually help spoken term detection as well (cf.
Chapter 6).
3.3 Confusion Network based Features
Confusion networks (CNs) are a compact representation of ASR output lattices that are
designed to facilitate optimizing for WER instead of sentence error rate (Mangu et al., 2000).
CNs are created out of lattices by clustering lattice edges into an ordered series of “bins”
representing equivalence classes that are sets of alternate word hypotheses.Mangu et al. (2000)
found that the correct edge in the confusion network is top-ranked in its bin over 60% of
the time, and it is second-ranked over 10% of the time. Moreover, the correct edge is rarely
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ranked outside of the top 10 hypotheses. Their discovery suggested that there is room for
improvement in word error rate if we can reorder the top edges in a bin effectively, and this
might benefit the ASR-based KWS as well.
Soto et al. (2014) proposed to utilize different information underlying the speech signals
and the original confusion networks for spoken hypothesis rescoring. Specifically, Soto et al.
(2014) pooled a set of lexical, phonetic, and structural features to rescore the lattices that
were output by the ASR pipeline, achieving WER gains between 0.54% and 2.84% on five
BABEL languages: Cantonese, Tagalog, Turkish, Pashto and Vietnamese. The augmented
lattices then generated keyword hit candidates, which were determined either as true hit
or false alarms by logistic regression. Compared to scoring results of the hits generated
from the unrescored CN, gains in terms of MTWV between 0.45% and 0.9% by using the
aforementioned features with acoustic and prosodic features was reported on Tagalog, Turkish
and Pashto. By applying feature selection to the unified feature set, they found the best
features over all include the CN posterior scores, the probabilistic features, the model-M
classes, the percentile of word frequency and the indicators of non-speech, silence and epsilon
arcs.
Our work is similar to (Soto et al., 2014). However, instead of enhancing the ASR
performance then improving the KWS results, we complete the rescoring of spoken term
hypotheses in one-pass. We classify the hit candidates according to predicted correctness and
rank (above or below threshold). The confidence score of this class prediction parameterize a
rescoring function which is then interpolated with that candidates prior KWS score in order
to generate new results. We explore to build the classifier by leveraging the confidence scores
of the original confusion networks, as well as other less-studied features such as the topologies
of confusion networks.
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3.4 Normalization Techniques for Rescoring in KWS
Typically, the global threshold used in the decision maker requires that typical posterior
scores of true hits are comparable to each other. However, it is hard to consistently meet the
requirement due to the influences from various factors, such as the query length, the duration,
and the word frequency in the training data have a direct impact on the score spectrum of
each keyword. Moreover, it is possible that the true hits of a keyword may not appear in the
development data. Therefore, it is necessary to normalize the confidence scores of the hit
hypotheses when conducting rescoring.
A well-known normalization technique is Sum-To-One Normalization (STO) (Karakos
et al., 2013). In STO, the hit score is divided by the sum of all scores of the same keyword.
As a result, the scores for low scoring keywords are increased, the number of missed true
detections are minimized, and the scores of the lowest scoring hits of each keyword are
decreased (thus potentially reduced the number of false alarms). It has been proved to be a
simple yet effective strategy for the rescoring in KWS.
Alternative normalization techniques includes pFA Normalization proposed by Zhang
et al. (2012). Especially for the low-resource spoken term detection, different words will
have different amounts of training data, which will affect the consistency of the acoustic and
language model scores. pFA normalization was proposed as a more consistent way to compare
hits for different keywords. pFA technique normalizes the scores based on the distribution
of False Alarms on development data: every false alarm hit score is ranked in a decreasing
order and their probability of false alarm is computed as the ranking of the hit in the ranked
list divided by the total number of hits in the corpus. When a new hit is detected, one looks
up the false alarm mapping (using linear interpolation) to assign its pFA. The authors found
that pFA normalization significantly outperformed the baseline with no normalization, as it
provided greater consistency across different keywords than just the ASR posterior.
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3.5 System Combination for Rescoring in KWS
In the area of machine learning, ensemble methods integrates multiple learning systems
to achieve better predictive performance than could be obtained from any system alone.
Specifically,Mamou et al. (2013) proposed an MTWV-weighted fusion methodology. First, the
hits returned by the diverse ASR systems were merged together if they overlap in time. Then a
summation of the hit scores from the different indices was computed and is multiplying by the
number of indices that having a non-zero score for the hypothesized hit. They demonstrated
that an ensemble of diverse ASR systems could lead to 14% better performance than the
best normalized ASR single system.
Karakos et al. (2013) combined different rescoring systems (or different modalities of the
same system) by interpolating their respective scores for keyword hits. Their work employed
Powell’s method (Powell, 1964) to optimize the interpolation coefficients. The authors found
that normalizing the system outputs before doing system combination achieved the best
final performance, which might because of that reducing the extraneous biases from various
systems at an earlier stage made the combination focus more on the ultimate optimization
problem. Marrying score normalization and system combination approaches, the authors
claimed gains in ATWV/MTWV, up to 8-10 points (absolute), across five BABEL languages:
Cantonese, Turkish, Pashto, Tagalog, and Vietnamese.
Cui et al. (2015) demonstrated that fusion of diverse multilingual representations output
substantial ASR and KWS gains (relative 9% for WER and 5% for MTWV) even when forty
hours of transcribed audio in the target language was available. Two DNNs were stacked in
the proposed architecture. The first DNN was used for acoustic modeling, generating the
context representation to feed into the second DNN. The multilingual representations on the
target language are derived from the bottleneck layer of the second DNN. The combination
of multilingual data improved robustness in limited resource conditions, and the combined
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system won the OpenKWS15 evaluation.
In this dissertation, we explore the system ensemble as well as normalization technique in
our work. Both the fusion on feature-level (“early fusion”) and system-level (“late fusion”)
has been discussed. Compared to the previous studies, we propose a multitude of features to
enhance the KWS performances. Moreover, the application of machine learning algorithms
was novel in the calculation of new confidence scores.
Chapter 4
Model-based NNLM Adaptation for
Rescoring in ASR
4.1 Introduction
A potential solution to address the mismatch between written and spoken data that will be
used to train a language model for rescoring in ASR is to pre-train an LM on large written
textual corpora, and then adapt it to manually transcribed speech data in the domain of
interest. This should enable the model to learn co-occurrence patterns from text with broad
coverage of the language, likely leading to good generalization, while focusing on features
specific to the spoken domain.
An NNLM is well suited to this pre-training and fine-tuning methodology, which was
first proposed by Hinton and Salakhutdinov (2006). In contrast to conventional N-gram
LMs, neural network LMs are able to take advantage of the distributions of words with
similar representations (Jozefowicz et al., 2016): an NNLM maps a word and its history to
a continuous vector space using an embedding matrix and then computes the probability
P (w|h) making use of a similarity function in this space. This continuous representation
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has been shown to result in better generalization relative to N-gram LMs (Mikolov et al.,
2010). Furthermore, it can be exploited when adapting to a target domain with limited
supervision (Park et al., 2010).
We note that most state-of-the-art ASR systems employ two-pass scoring of sentence
candidates. In a two-pass ASR system, the first-pass often uses a heavily pruned n-gram
model to quickly build a decoder graph. Another larger or more complex LM is employed
to rescore hypotheses generated in the initial pass. In this chapter, we adopt the two-pass
scoring ASR architecture and explore adaptation approaches for NNLMs used in the 2nd-pass
rescoring.
To the best of our knowledge, one of the earliest proposals for the adaptation of RNN
LMs was Kombrink et al. (2011), which used a one-iteration retraining on the 1-best output
from the rescored n-best lists. The authors showed that adapting only one RNN model on the
entire recognition output did not work reliably, however, when adaptation was done using all
the RNN models, it produced a 1.8% relative reduction in WER. In this chapter, we perform
detailed investigation of the adaptation of LSTM-RNN LM.
We borrow the idea of an adaptation layer from acoustic model adaptation (Gemello
et al., 2007; Li and Sim, 2010), and implement language model adaptation by modifying the
model topology.
In the previous publications, many adaptation methods require the topology of models in
the pre-training and fine-tuning phases to be consistent. In this chapter, we also investigate
whether it is necessary to obey this constraint. We show that the adaptation layer can be
inserted in the adaptation phase, that is, even if there is no adaptation layer in the background
LM, model-based adaptation can be done efficiently without re-training on the training set.
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4.2 Corpus
All experiments are conducted on an Italian1 speech recognition task. We use a large corpus of
typed text consisting of aggregated and anonymized typed queries from Google Search, Google
Maps and crawled web documents, which make up a total of more than 29 billion sentences
(about 114 billion word tokens). We add a small amount (< 0.5%) of ASR-transcribed spoken
hypotheses and use the entire corpus as the training set of the background LM. The spoken
text consists of speech transcripts collected from a mixture of voice queries and dictation,
and is split into two independent sets by time period: the adaptation set (i.e. the training
data in the adaptation phase), which includes approximately 2.6 million sentences (about 16
million word tokens); and the development set, which is composed of about 120 k sentences
(about 600 k word tokens). We evaluate perplexities on the development set and report the
WER results for the top performing adapted LMs using a state-of-the-art ASR system on a
separate dedicated ASR test set. All the aggregated voice queries (which contain short and
long queries) are anonymized. The modeled vocabulary contains 1 million words, which were
grouped into 1003 clusters using an adaptation of the Brown algorithm (Brown et al., 1992;
Uszkoreit and Brants, 2008).
Table 4.1: Data distribution of different sets.
Data set #(tokens) #(sentences) Average Length
Training (written) data 1.14× 1011 2.9× 1010 3.9
Adaptation (spoken) data 1.6× 108 2.6× 107 6.2
Development (spoken) data 6× 105 1.2× 105 5.0
1We chose Italian language because the data was ready to use, not because it was the easiest language
(and actually it was not).
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4.3 Proposed Methodology
4.3.1 Model Configuration
In our work, we use a hierarchical MaxEnt language model as the baseline, whose configuration
details can be found in (Biadsy et al., 2017). The modelled vocabulary contains 1 million words,
which were grouped into 1003 clusters using an adaptation of the Brown algorithm (Brown
et al., 1992; Uszkoreit and Brants, 2008).
Aiming to improve upon a hierarchical Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) second-pass LM
baseline (Biadsy et al., 2017), which factors the model into word-cluster and word models,
we build an NNLM that predicts only the cluster of the word being predicted. We focus
on the task of improving cluster prediction because the smaller cluster vocabulary makes
training easier and allows for adaptation while minimizing the risk of overfitting on the smaller
adaptation dataset. The baseline MaxEnt LM consists of 5 billion parameters, adapted on
the same adaptation set, the details of the baseline LM and the adaptation methodology can
be found in Biadsy et al. (2017).
We illustrate the architecture of our cluster-level NNLM in Figure 4.1. The input to
the NNLM consists of both words and their corresponding clusters, which are encoded by
separate embedding layers. Each word (cluster) is first represented by a 1-of-|V | encoding (all
out-of-vocabulary words are mapped to an 〈unk〉 token and then mapped to the embedding
space (2048 dimensions for words, 40 for clusters). The dense representations of the word and
cluster contexts are concatenated and fed to the hidden layers which consist of two layers for
the DNN and one layer for the LSTM, followed by two independent softmax layers (i.e. word
and cluster softmax layers). The architectures of the LSTM LM and DNN LM are similar
except for the non-recurrent hidden layer. Although the NNLM is trained for the cluster
prediction task, we have seen that adding the word level softmax layer in training improves
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the accuracy of cluster prediction. We employ a with 8192 negative samples2 to accelerate
the training of the word softmax layer, like in (Jozefowicz et al., 2016).
Our DNN LM is a 5-gram, 2-layer model with 8192 nodes in each layer. Following the
terminology of Arisoy et al. (2012), we assume each word in the vocabulary V is represented
by a 1-of-|V | vector, the input to the network is the concatenation of these sparse vectors of
the four preceding words and the one of the current word. Each word is then mapped to its
continuous space representation by linear projections (“look-up table3”). The concatenated
features are presented to the hidden layers. The output softmax layer takes the output of
the hidden layers and calculates the probabilities P (wj = i|hj) for each word i in the output
vocabulary V ′ conditioned on the word history hj . Using M to represent the weights between
the last hidden layer and output softmax layer, bj and ki to stand for the bias of the hidden









Vijdj + ki ∀ = 1, · · · , 8192 (4.2)






Our LSTM LM is composed of one LSTM layer with 8192 nodes and a 1024 dimensional
internal projection layer. We implement the LSTM LM using an augmented setting proposed
by Sak et al. (2014). A peephole connection from its internal cells to the gates in the same
cell is used. We couple the input gate to 1.0 minus the forget-gate to restrict the internal
2Refers to the words that were sampled from the output vocabulary and different from the grouth truth
of next word.
3A look-up table consists of |V | × N entries, assuming V stands for the size of vocabulary, and N for
the embedding size. The i− th entry represents the i− th word in the vocabulary using a feature vector of
continuous values.
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state of the LSTM cell to the unit interval. An internal projection is applied both in the
recurrent loop and before passing the features to softmax layers. The projection strategy
helps minimize computational cost while maintaining the memory capacity of the model.
Given an input sequence x = (x1, · · · , xT ), the LSTM LM maps it to an output sequence
yt = (y1, · · · , yT ) using the following formulae iteratively for all time steps:
ft = σ(Wfxxt +Wfhht−1 +Wfcct−1 + bf ) (4.4)
it = 1− ft (4.5)
ĉt = tanh(Wcxxt +Wchht−1 + bc) (4.6)
ct = ft  ct−1 + it  ĉt (4.7)
ot = σ(Woxxt +Wohht−1 +Wocct + bo) (4.8)







We adopt the “pre-train and fine-tune” methodology in all the three proposed adaptation
schemes.
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Figure 4.1: Architecture of the neural network language models.
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4.3.2 Scheme I: Fine-tuning the Output Layer
The first adaptation strategy we propose is to fine-tune only the cluster softmax layer. This
is motivated by the observation that transfer learning becomes easier and more effective with
high-level abstract features (Wang and Zheng, 2015). We do not fine-tune the entire model, as
the amount of adaptation data could be much smaller than the number of parameters (≈ 109
for word embeddings). In the first phase, we train a background LM (shown as Figure 4.2a)
on the entire training set and test it on the development set. We use the converged model to
initialize the adaptation stage. In the second phase, fine-tuning (a.k.a. adaptation), we freeze
some layers of the model, i.e., we do not update the weight matrices of the frozen layers when
back-propagating. Only the weights of the output layer get fine-tuned (shown as red bold
arrows in Figure 4.2b). Since the word softmax was helpful while training the background
model, we add a word softmax (wordSF) layer to the adaptation procedure (denoted as +
wordSF). We note that if we fine-tuning the word softmax during adaptation, we also include
its loss to the loss function of the entire model.
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Figure 4.2: Standard model-based adaptation Scheme I (two phases).
(a) Pre-training phase (The red arrows/cycles indicate the weights that are adapted.














(b) Adaptation phase (The red arrows indicate the weights that are adapted, the shadow
indicates that the word softmax layer in the adaptation is optional.)
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4.3.3 Scheme II: Adding an Adaptation Layer in Fine-tuning Phase
Adding a complementary layer (i.e. linear or non-linear layer of neurons) in NNLM is an
important way to conduct model adaptation. We propose adding an adaptation layer to the
NNLMs with a limited number of parameters to avoid overfitting (shown in Figure 4.3b). To
allow the network to better use already learned features in lower layers, we add the adaptation
layer between the hidden layer and softmax layers. This approach is conceptually similar
to the linear hidden layer for acoustic model adaptation (Gemello et al., 2007), as it also
introduces an adaptation layer between the last hidden layer and the output layer. We specify
the adaptation layer as a single-layer neural network adaptation layer (NNadapt) with 1024
nodes and ReLU activation. We use a non-linearity to learn a function that is potentially
more complex than the linear transformation in the softmax layer. We note that the NNadapt
layer does not exist during the pre-training phase in Scheme II. In the fine-tuning phase, we
update cluster softmax and NNadapt layers and keep the parameters of the other layers fixed.
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Figure 4.3: Standard model-based adaptation Scheme II (two phases).
(a) Pre-training phase (The red arrows indicate the weights that are adapted.














(b) Adaptation phase (The red arrows indicate the weights that are updated, the shadow
indicates that the word softmax layer in the adaptation is optional.)















Adaptation Layer  
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4.3.4 Scheme III: Adding an Adaptation Layer during Both Phases
In Scheme II, the NNadapt layer is randomly initialized and fine-tuned on limited amounts
for adaptation data. To further improve its performance, we add the NNadapt layer in both
the pre-training and fine-tuning phases (shown in Figure 4.4), attempting to provide a better
initialization to the adaptation layer.
Since the adaptation layer is a feed-forward layer, we scale down its gradients by a factor
of 10. We found in our experiments that it is best to apply dropout regularization on the
input and output of the DNN/LSTM layers and zoneout regularization for the NNadapt
layer. Standard training schemes based on random initialization tend to place the parameters
in regions of the parameter space that generalize poorly (Erhan et al., 2010). Hence if
we initialize the weight matrix of an NNadapt layer with an identity matrix (closer to a
reasonable operating point), training will be substantially accelerated (by a factor of 3X). The
LSTM-NNadapt architecture is the strongest background model as the pre-trained cluster
perplexity reduces to 43 (better than background LMs in Schemes I and II by 6.5% relative).
When fine-tuning, we update the cluster softmax and NNadapt layers in the LSTM-NNadapt
model (Scheme III).
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Figure 4.4: Standard model-based adaptation Scheme II (two phases).
(a) Pre-training phase (The red arrows/cycles indicate the weights that are updated.
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(b) Adaptation phase (The red arrows indicate the weights that are updated, the shadow
indicates that the word softmax layer in the adaptation is optional.)
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4.4 Experimental Results
4.4.1 Perplexity Results
Training the DNN background LM is about 3 times slower than the LSTM background LM
but at convergence achieving the same test cluster perplexity of 46 (Table 4.2). All perplexity
numbers refer to the cluster prediction task. The DNN LM using Scheme I successfully
reduces cluster perplexity on development data by 23.9% relative while the LSTM LM reduces
cluster perplexity by 26.1% relative. Since the word softmax was helpful while training the
background model, we add a word softmax (wordSF) layer to the adaptation procedure
(denoted as “+ wordSF”). As shown in Table 4.2, including the word softmax output does
not make a difference for the DNN LM, but slightly hurts the performance of the LSTM LM
(only 23.9% for + wordSF). This indicates that the benefits from the word softmax do not
extend to the adapted model.
Experiments were conducted to ascertain the necessity of freezing the hidden layers. We
exploit various freezing settings and find: 1) adapting the hidden layers of DNN LM reduced
cluster perplexity by 6.5% relative; adapting the hidden layers of the LSTM LM overfits; 2)
adapting the all the layers makes both the DNN and LSTM LMs overfit.
As shown in Table 4.3, Scheme II helps the DNN LM reduce cluster perplexity to 34,
slightly better than Scheme I. This indicates the NNadapt layer learns some information that
is specific to the speech domain in the adaptation phase. The adapted performance of the
LSTM LMs stays the same as Scheme I.
Variants that include wordSF in fine-tuning are applicable to both NNLM architectures.
Since the DNN-NNadapt architecture is equivalent to a 3-layer DNN LM, and no significant
gain was seen in the experiments, we do not discuss it further. Experimental results for
the LSTM LM are shown in Table 4.4. We found that fine-tuning only the cluster softmax
achieved the best adapted cluster perplexity reduction of 30.2% relative. Fine-tuning both
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Table 4.2: Cluster perplexity on development set of pre-trained model (“pre”), adapted model
(“post”) and relative changes for models adapted using Scheme I.
Model and Adaptation Strategy pre post ∆ PPL
MaxEnt Baseline LM 40 29 -27.5%
DNN LM using Scheme I 46 35 -23.9%
+ wordSF 35 -23.9%
+ wordSF, + DNN 43 -6.5%
LSTM LM using Scheme I 46 34 -26.1%
+ wordSF 35 -23.9%
Table 4.3: Cluster perplexity on development set of pre-trained model (“pre”), adapted model
(“post”) and relative changes for models adapted using Scheme II.
Model and Adaptation Strategy pre post ∆ PPL
DNN LM using Scheme II 46 34 -26.1%
+ wordSF 34 -26.1%
LSTM LM using Scheme II 46 34 -26.1%
+ wordSF 34 -26.1%
cluster and word softmax yielded the second best adapted performance. However, once we
included the LSTM layer in fine-tuning (“+ LSTM”), the model showed overfitting.
Table 4.4: Cluster perplexity on development set of pre-trained model (“pre”), adapted model
(“post”) and relative changes for models adapted using Scheme III.
Model and Adaptation Strategy pre post ∆ PPL
LSTM LM using Scheme III 43 30 -30.2%
+ wordSF 31 -27.9%
+ wordSF, + LSTM 198 +360.5%
with zoneout 31 -27.9%
with dropout 31 -27.9%
4.4.2 ASR Experiments and WER of Adapted NNLMs
Based on these cluster perplexity results, we select the top adapted NNLMs to interpolate in
the second-pass rescoring of a state-of-the-art Italian LVCSR system (shown in Figure 4.5).
The system employs a multi-pass rescoring framework: the top 150 hypotheses from the
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Figure 4.5: Architecture of the Italian ASR System.
first-pass lattices are rescored by both the MaxEnt baseline LM and the NNLM. We combine
the MaxEnt LM and the NNLM using equation (4.11).
logP (W |h)2nd−pass = logPME(W |C, h) + (1− wNN)× logPME(C|h) + wNN × logPNN(C|h)
(4.11)
Since Schemes I and II achieved almost the same performance, we only run ASR experiments
for the adapted NNLMs using Scheme I. We report performance on a short message dictation
ASR task,with a baseline WER of 6.7%. The relative change in WER achieved by the MaxEnt
LM and NNLMs are shown in Table 4.5.
First, most NNLMs fail to reduce the WER when we exclusively use the NNLM for
rescoring clusters. The adapted NNLMs perform better than their unadapted versions (cf.
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Table 4.5 and Table 4.6).
Table 4.5: WER results and relative changes for ASR system based on different non-adapted
and adapted language models (wNN = 1.0).
Language Model Rel ∆ (%) WER(%)
non-adapted MaxEnt +5.5 7.1
adapted MaxEnt baseline 0.0 6.7
non-adapted DNN LM (I) +6.0 7.1
adapted DNN LM (I: Adapt last layer) +1.5 6.8
non-adapted LSTM LM (I) +7.0 7.2
adapted LSTM (I: Adapt last layer) +3.2 6.9
non-adapted LSTM (III: Add DNNadapt in both phases) +5.8 7.1
adapted LSTM (III: Add DNNadapt in both phases) +1.7 6.8
adapted LSTM (III: Add DNNadapt in both phases) + wordSF 0.0 6.7
Second, we observe the best WER reduction (2.3% relative, shown as the second last row
in Table 4.6) is achieved when we interpolate the cluster likelihoods from both the adapted
MaxEnt LM and the adapted LSTM LM (using Scheme III), suggesting that both models
are complementary. This is consistent with the view of Jozefowicz et al. (2016) that NNLMs
and N-gram based LMs might have different yet complementary strengths.
Third, the two systems with the lowest WER have the same LSTM-NNadapt architecture
(Scheme III). A 2.3% relative WER reduction is obtained when we only fine-tune the cluster
softmax layer in Scheme III. While including a word softmax layer in pre-training helped
the performance on the cluster prediction task, we found that including it in the fine-tuning
stage leads to a slight degradation in performance relative to fine-tuning only the cluster
softmax layer. We speculate that our adaptation data is not large enough for fine-tuning the
word softmax layer, which has more parameters than the cluster softmax layer.
Table 4.7 shows an example4 where the reference transcript is likely to be seen only in a
spoken domain, and translates to: “Mom, if you go to Lidl can you buy me a kinesio if they
have it. Thanks”.
4Thanks to Chris Alberti for providing help with this example.
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Table 4.6: WER results and relative changes for ASR system based on different non-adapted
or adapted language models (wNN = 0.5).
Language Model Rel ∆ (%) WER(%)
non-adapted DNN (I) +1.2 6.8
adapted DNN (I: Adapt last layer) 0.0 6.7
non-adapted LSTM (I) +1.4 6.8
adapted LSTM (I: Adapt last layer) 0.0 6.7
non-adapted LSTM (III: Add DNNadapt in both phases) 0.0 6.7
adapted LSTM (III: Add DNNadapt in both phases) -2.3 6.6
adapted LSTM (III: Add DNNadapt in both phases) + wordSF -2.0 6.6
Table 4.7: An example ASR output where the adapted LSTM (III) with an interpolation
weight of 0.5 outperforms the baseline model.
Reference Mamma, se vai alla Lidl comprami il chinesio se c’è. Grazie.
Baseline mamma si vede al Lidl comprami Kinesio se c’è grazie
Adapted mamma se vai al Lidl comprami il Kinesio se c’è grazie
Observed the transcripts,“il” in Italian is similar to “the” in English, which is used before
the singular masculine noun. The baseline transcript failed to catch it while the adapted
one succeeded. Moreover, in the reference transcript and the transcript output by the ASR
system incorporating our adapted LSTM LM, “se” means “if” , “vai” refers to “go (away)”,
and it is used in a very causal way. However, “si vede” (which means “is seen” in English) is
predicted by the ASR system that only employed the adapted MaxEnt LM in the second-pass,
and this does not make sense in this situation. Therefore, the baseline hypothesis looks
like a factual account while the hypothesis from the adapted LSTM LM (III, interpolation
coefficient of 0.5) is closer to the spoken domain.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have explored a range of adaptation strategies for DNN and LSTM LMs.
Perplexity results demonstrate that many of our strategies are effective for training robust
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neural network language models given limited amounts of spoken text. Our experiments show
that adapting the softmax layer is consistently the most reliable adaptation strategy. On
a very strong WER baseline we successfully show gains by combining an adapted MaxEnt
LM with an adapted LSTM LM. Although our adaptation schemes do not result in large
WER gains, we speculate that this is, in part, due to the nature of the task, which consists
primarily of short utterances from short message dictation. On the other hand, RNN models
such as LSTMs have been known to perform well on long-form content. In future work, we
will apply our adaptation schemes to ASR tasks such as YouTube and voicemail transcription
which consist of much longer utterances.
Moreover, we would like to combine our NNLM adaptation approaches with those used
for acoustic model adaptation (Zhao et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2016; Lu et al., 2016). These
techniques use low rank matrix approximations or a small number of adaptation parameters,
which enables robust adaptation using limited amounts of adaptation data, a scenario that
is also applicable to the NNLM setting, in particular when adapting the full-word softmax
layer.
Chapter 5
Feature-based NNLM Adaptation for
Rescoring in ASR
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we explore a variety of feature-based adaptation strategies for long short-
term language models, used for second-pass rescoring in ASR. A typical NNLM assigns a
probability to a word w conditioned merely on the preceding words, without considering
non-linguistic contextual signals. It is believed that language models for automatic speech
recognition can benefit from utilizing non-linguistic contextual signals in modeling (Biadsy
et al., 2017). Examples of these signals include the identity of the application (“app”) being
spoken to, geographical location or time period associated with speech query, or personal
preference of speaker. They contain rich information and may heavily influence language
modeling (Mikolov and Zweig, 2012; Chen et al., 2015; Ghosh et al., 2016; Deena et al., 2017).
However, in practice, the vast majority of input speech queries lack such annotations,
posing a challenge for directly training domain-specific LMs. To obtain robust domain LMs,
typically an LM that has been pre-trained on general data will be adapted to a specific domain.
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There is no obvious solution to incorporating general auxiliary signals into a recurrent NNLM.
Moreover, in the context of ASR for voice search queries associated with a specific
application (a.k.a. app), recognition results should often be restricted to a small subset of
the vocabulary. For example, if a speech query is sent from the Android PlayStore, it is more
likely to contain a name or version of game, rather than terms about say, weather or food.
If a language model can capture app-specific information and target the next word to the
domain, it is likely to make more accurate predictions of words. Nevertheless, in many cases,
such signals are only available for a part of the domain text but not for the generic text used
in training an LM (Deena et al., 2017; Biadsy et al., 2017).
In this chapter, we propose four domain adaptation schemes to improve the domain
performance of LSTM LMs, by incorporating app-based contextual signals of voice search
queries. The solutions we suggest belong to the family of feature-based adaptation
When we started this project, most feature-based adaptation methods of neural network
language models focused on feeding the auxiliary information to the first hidden layer (and to
a skip connection that bridges the auxiliary input and the output softmax layer) (Mikolov and
Zweig, 2012; Chen et al., 2015). Different ways (addition, multiplication, concatenation, etc.)
to combine the word embeddings and the auxiliary features were discussed, but were located
in the hidden layers. In this chapter, we make a first attempt to explore various positions
to incorporate the app side-information, including the input sequence, the embedding input
to the first hidden layer, within the LSTM hidden layer, at the output softmax layer. It
illustrates a comprehensive investigation of feature-based NNLM adaptation.
More importantly, although pre-training and fine-tuning is becoming a popular choice
for domain adaptation of NNLMs, few previous papers have made efforts to addressing the
problem of catastrophic forgetting. Nonetheless, combating the forgetting problem is crucial
in practice, as an adapted language model is often expected to maintain good performance on
out-of-domain data. In this chapter, we propose categorizing model parameters into general
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and domain parameters and tuning them in different phases, suggesting a possible way to
maintain the general performance of adapted NNLMs.
5.2 Corpus
We use a large corpus of texts consisting of aggregated and anonymized typed documents
(42%), unsupervised ASR hypotheses (45%) and manually transcribed speech (13%), which
make up a total of more than 260 million sentences (about 1.6 billion word tokens, no app
signal annotations). A set of anonymized, unsupervised speech transcripts is split into two
independent sets sharing the same domain distribution: a domain adaptation set (i.e. the
training data in the adaptation phase), which includes approximately 24 million sentences
(about 110 million word tokens) and a domain development set, which is composed of about 6.8
million sentences (about 31 million word tokens). Each sentence of domain data is associated
with one of three application labels (Maps, YouTube, or PlayStore). The distributions of
sub-domains in the adaptation set and in-domain development set are consistent: Google
Maps (27.6%), Google PlayStore (24.4%), and YouTube (48.0%).
We evaluate perplexities on the domain dev set and a held-out out-of-domain devel-
opment set, which contains 53 thousand sentences (about 340 thousand word tokens, no
app annotations)1. We report the WER results for the top performing adapted LMs using
a state-of-the-art ASR system on two additional dedicated ASR test sets. The modeled
vocabulary contains 100k words. All the data is in Italian2 and the data distributions are
shown in Table 5.1.
1The average number of words per sentence/utterance is 6.4 for training set, 4.6 for adaptation set, 4.6 for
domain development set and 6.4 for out-of-domain development set.
2We chose Italian language because the data was ready to use, not because it was the easiest language
(and actually it was not).
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Table 5.1: Distribution of domain/out-of-domain data (OOD is short for out-of-domain,








In this chapter, the baseline model is an RNN LM with two LSTM layers, each layer
containing 1024 nodes. Each word is first represented by a 1-of-k encoding (all the out-of-
vocabulary words are mapped to the 〈unk〉 token and then mapped to a 1024-dimensional
embedding space. The LSTM LM is trained with truncated back-propagation through time
(BPTT) (Rumelhart et al., 1988) with an unrolling of 20 time steps. The training loss is
defined as the cross-entropy between predicted words and reference word labels. Mini-batch
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) (Li et al., 2014) is used with an Adagrad optimizer (Duchi
et al., 2011) and a batch size of 128 sequences. A learning rate of 0.2 is used. We found it
crucial to use gradient clipping on the LSTM gradients (clipping L2-norm ≤ 1.0). In order to
prevent models from overfitting, we employ dropout regularization (with a keep probability
of 0.8) to the input and output of the hidden layers for all LSTM LMs.
We found it helpful to multiply gradients of the word embedding layer with the batch size,
we apply this scaling to every model architecture unless its word embedding layer is frozen.
We implement the LSTM LM using the augmented setting: we couple the input gate to 1.0
minus the forget-gate to restrict the internal state of the LSTM cell to the unit interval, as
in Sak et al. (2014); we also use a peephole connection (Greff et al., 2016) from the LSTM
internal cells to the gates in the same cell. The architecture of the LSTM LM is illustrated
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Figure 5.1: Architecture of LSTM language model.
in Figure 5.1.
To better evaluate model performance, we set up 3 baselines (cf. Table 5.2):
1. OOD-Data Only Baseline (OOD stands for “out-of-domain”): model trained only
on out-of-domain training data, without app signals. The trained model shows a
perplexity of 82 on the in-domain dev set, and 85 on the out-of-domain dev set.
2. Domain-Data Only Baseline: model trained only on the domain adaptation data,
with app signals turned off. Its domain perplexity is 49 while its out-of-domain perplexity
is 293, which suggests a big difference between out-of-domain and in-domain data.
3. Fine-tuning Baseline: pre-train a model on general training data, then fine-tune
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it on adaptation data, with app signals turned off. The adapted model reduces
domain perplexity from 82 to 47, indicating that we can gain 42.7% rel. reduction of
domain perplexity by switching training data. But its perplexity on out-of-domain dev
data increased to 209, between the performances of the first two baselines. The pre-
trained LMs in the four approaches we propose are not all the same, thus we compare
their adapted domain performance with the domain perplexity of the Fine-tuning
Baseline.
Table 5.2: Perplexity of three baselines (DOM PPL, OOD PPL refers to domain/out-of-
domain perplexity. As OOD test results are noisy, a smoothing factor 0.6 is applied to raw
values.)
Adaptation Strategy DOM PPL OOD PPL
OOD-Data Only Baseline 82 85
Domain-Data Only Baseline 49 293
Fine-tuning Baseline 47 209
5.3.2 Scheme I: Substituting App ID for Initial Token
The first adaptation scheme we propose uses the OOD-Data Only Baseline as the
background LM. In the adaptation phase, we replace the initial token 〈S〉 with the app ID
associated with the utterance. The core of the model consists of an LSTM cell that processes
one word at a time and computes probabilities of the possible values for the next word in
the sentence. The memory state of the network is initialized with a vector of zeros and gets
updated after reading each word. Intuitively, we assume that initializing the LSTM state with
contextual app IDs might place the model in a better starting region, and proper embeddings
of app IDs will be learned by back-propagation. A conceptually similar idea was employed
for image captioning using an RNN by Karpathy and Fei-Fei (2015), where the RNN state is
initialized by convolutions of object regions in the image. Compared to the baseline LM (cf.
Figure 5.1), it only makes a few changes for the purpose of adaptation.
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To leverage learned knowledge in the adaptation phase, two freezing variants are explored
for Scheme I: 1) freezing the word embedding layer in order to reuse the learned representations
of words, 2) freezing both the word embedding and LSTM layers, in an attempt to fine-tune
the fewest parameters, i.e. fine-tuning the output softmax layer only.
5.3.3 Scheme II: Concatenating App Embedding with Word Em-
bedding
The second adaptation scheme we propose is to build a separate embedding layer to encode
the app ID associated with each word sequence, then concatenate this app embedding with
the word embedding at each time step and feed both to the hidden layers. We feed the zero
vector as pseudo app signal for out-of-domain data during pre-training in order to keep the
pre-training and adaptation model architectures compatible. We embed app signals using
8-dimensional dense vectors (the pre-training phase is shown in Figure 5.2). In the adaptation
phase, we feed real app signals and fine-tune the entire model, as Figure 5.3 shows.
Two freezing variants are explored for Scheme II: 1) freezing the word embedding layer,
2) freezing the word embedding and LSTM layers. The two variants are shown in Figure 5.4
and Figure 5.5 respectively.
5.3.4 Scheme III: Meta-Memory Based Adaptation
During pre-training, the app embedding a is set to the all-zero vector, and all new bias
terms (bac, bao) are initialized to random values close to zero. During adaptation, the real app
embedding is supplied. There are two options for fine-tuning this model: we can fine-tune
the entire model or freeze the parameters appearing in the conventional LSTM equations
and fine-tune the newly introduced parameters on adaptation data.
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Figure 5.2: In pre-training phase: the architecture of Scheme II of our LSTM LM.
5.3.5 Scheme IV: Dual-Path Adaptation
In the context of an ASR system, an adapted LM should perform better on domain data,
and maintain its performance on general (out-of-domain) data. But the first three strategies
we propose fine-tune most parameters, thus they are less likely to maintain performance on
out-of-domain data. We note all these schemes feed app contextual signals to the layers
below the softmax layer. Hence in adaptation, the entire model is updated to optimize the
cross-entropy on domain data. Upon completion of fine-tuning, the adapted model tends to
forget its knowledge of out-of-domain data learned in the pre-training stage (i.e. catastrophic
forgetting (McCloskey and Cohen, 1989)). Premilinary experiments found that freezing
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Figure 5.3: Adaptation Scheme II variant 1 of LSTM LM (red arrows/cycles indicate weights
that are fine-tuned in this phase).
lower layers helps control out-of-domain perplexity to some extent, but not able to yield
better-adapted domain perplexity.
We therefore categorize the parameters into two subsets: one for out-of-domain data,
another for in-domain data, and tune the parameters in different phases. As our domain
adaptation data is much smaller than our out-of-domain training data, two problems will be
introduced if we train the parameters jointly: in pre-training, there are no useful contextual
signals to train the domain parameters, which leads to a weak background LM; more
importantly, during adaptation, we actually prefer to keep the out-of-domain parameters and
to maintain the the performance on general data.
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Figure 5.4: Adaptation Scheme II variant 2 of LSTM LM (red arrows/cycles indicate the
weights that are fine-tuned in this phase).




φ(WOODht + bOOD) Pre-training
φ(WOODht + bOOD +WDht
′ + bD) Adaptation
where WOOD and bOOD stand for out-of-domain weights and biases of softmax layer, WD and
bD for domain ones. In order to preserve the knowledge learned from pre-training during
adaptation, we freeze the out-of-domain parameters of the softmax layer as well as all the
layers below (i.e. the LSTM and word embedding layers, denoted as the “LSTM path”).
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Figure 5.5: In the adaptation phase: the second variant of the adaptation Scheme II of LSTM
LM (red arrows/cycles indicate the weights that are fine-tuned in this phase).
We add a separate embedding layer to encode the app signal. To feed the app embedding
s to the model, we add a 1024-node neural network adaptation layer connecting the app
embedding and softmax layer (forming a “DNNadapt path”). We choose a DNN rather than
an an LSTM as the adaptation layer because the app signal is not sequential. We use ht and
ht
′ to denote the output of the last hidden layer of the “LSTM path” and the “DNNadapt
path”, respectively. In pre-training, only the LSTM path is activated and all out-of-domain
parameters are learned, while all domain parameters are initialized to zero and not updated.
During adaptation, word sequences pass through the frozen LSTM path and app signals are
fed to the activated DNNadapt path. Domain parameters are tuned on adaptation data. The
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Figure 5.6: The cell of LSTM where peephone connnections are added.
outputs of the two paths, ht and ht
′ are combined at the softmax layer to make the final
prediction of the next word. This adaptation approach is referred as“Scheme IV” (“dual
paths”), and it is illustrated in Figure 5.8.
5.4 Experimental Results
We evaluate model performance in terms of perplexity and WER. Perplexity help gets
quick evaluations of model performance, while WER demonstrates how well the reduction
of perplexity translates to real system improvement in ASR. The ASR system employs
a multi-pass rescoring framework: an unadapted Katz smoothed 5-gram LM is used for
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Figure 5.7: The cell of LSTM with Meta-Memory added to all the gates and cell state candidate
(the input gate is actually coupled with the forget gate to simplify the computation).
first-pass scoring, an adapted NNLM is used for second-pass scoring. We linearly interpolate
the two LMs using an interpolation weight of 0.5.
5.4.1 Perplexity Results of Four Adaptation Schemes
Scheme I prepend the app ID as the start token. It uses the OOD-Data Only Baseline as
the background LM. To adapt it, we prepend the word sequence with the app ID and fine-tune
the entire model. Intuitively, we assume that initializing the LSTM state with contextual
app IDs might place the model in a better starting region, and a proper embeddings of app
ids will be learned by back-propagation. A conceptually similar idea was employed for image
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Figure 5.8: Adaptation Scheme IV of LSTM LM (red arrows indicate the weights that are
tuned in adaptation phase).
captioning using an RNN in Karpathy and Fei-Fei (2015), where the RNN state is initialized
by convolutions of object regions in an image. As shown in Table 5.3, the scheme reduces
domain perplexity to 39, which is 17.0% lower than the Fine-tuning Baseline. The 17.0%
relative reduction in perplexity was obtained by only adding app signals.
In order to reduce the number of parameters to fine-tune, we apply a freezing technique
used by Ma et al. (2017) in the adaptation phase of Scheme I. In brief, we freeze some
layers of the model, i.e. we do not update the weight matrices of the frozen layers when
back-propagating. We first freeze the word embedding layer, aiming to leverage the learned
representations of words. This adaptation strategy is denoted as “Variant 1” of Scheme I.
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Furthermore, we explore freezing both the word embedding and LSTM layers denoted as the
“Variant 2”. However, experiments show that neither of the freezing variants outperforms
the adaptation Scheme I in terms of domain perplexity. This suggests that when using
the “prepend” strategy, the best domain adaptation requires fine-tuning the entire model
to adjust the word embeddings and LSTM layers accordingly, although the performance on
out-of-domain data is worse than the freezing variants.
Table 5.3: Domain and out-of-domain perplexity of Scheme I.
Adaptation Strategy DOM PPL OOD PPL
Standard Scheme I 39 211
Variant 1: freeze wEmb 41 176
Variant 2: freeze wEmb, LSTMs 46 153
In adaptation, we feed real app signals and fine-tune the entire model. The adapted model
reduces the domain perplexity from 102 to 47 (cf. Table 5.4). However, when compared to
the Fine-tuning Baseline, feeding additional app signals by concatenation does not yield
any gain in terms of domain perplexity. One possible reason is that the background LM of
“concat” scheme is much weaker than the one used by the Fine-tuning Baseline, which
might limit the best adaptation performance it can achieve. More importantly, feeding the
app embedding along with every word might interfere with the LSTM learning by forcing the
model to continually see redundant information.
Two freezing variants are explored for Scheme II: 1) freezing the word embedding layer,
giving an adapted perplexity of 49, slightly worse than the standard Scheme II. 2) freezing the
word embedding and LSTM layers, which hurts adaptation performance more. These results
indicate that given a concatenation of word and app embeddings as input, it is difficult to
adapt well by only updating the softmax output layer (and LSTM layers) of the model. We
observe better out-of-domain performance of Scheme II than its freezing variants.
Scheme III introduced the meta-memory into the computation of LSTM states and gates.
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Table 5.4: Domain and out-of-domain perplexity of Scheme II.
Adaptation Strategy DOM PPL OOD PPL
Background LM (pseudo app) 102 1355
Standard Scheme II 47 163
Variant 1: freeze wEmb 49 249
Variant 2: freeze wEmb, LSTMs 64 332
We found that Scheme III achieved the best adapted domain perplexity of 37, which is 21.3%
lower than the Fine-Tuning Baseline. However, its out-of-domain perplexity of 602 is
much higher (cf. Table 5.5).
To simplify Scheme III, we only incorporate the meta-memory into the calculation of the
cell state candidate (i.e. ĉt) for the next time step t, while computing the forget and output
gates without the “meta-memory” terms. We call this strategy the “CandOnly Variant”.
It reduces domain perplexity to 39, slightly worse than the 37 achieved by the standard
Scheme III. But this variant only fine-tunes a third of the number of parameters compared
to Scheme III, and its out-of-domain perplexity of 276 is lower. We exploit various freezing
settings for both adaptation strategies: 1) freeze the word embedding layer only; 2) freeze the
word embedding layer, and the app-irrelevant weights and biases in the LSTM cells (denoted
as the “LSTMs∗” parameters). As shown in Table 5.5, freezing actually helps prevent the
model shifting excessively towards domain data, showing as lower out-of-domain perplexity;
however, freezing results in higher domain perplexity.
For the adaptation approach “Scheme IV” (“dual paths”), experiments (cf. Table 5.6)
show the adapted LSTM LM does maintain OOD perplexity of 85, the same as its background
LM, while reducing DOM perplexity to 75 (8.5% rel.).
The adapted domain perplexity of 75 is not as good as 47 obtained by the Fine-tuning
Baseline, indicating that only fine-tuning domain parameters of the softmax layer and the
DNN path is not sufficient to obtain the best domain perplexity. We then relax the freezing
constraints to allow us to tune out-of-domain softmax parameters, but at a slower rate by
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Table 5.5: Domain and out-of-domain perplexity of Scheme III.
Adaptation Strategy DOM PPL OOD PPL
Background LM (Scheme III) 83 84
Standard Scheme III 37 602
Scheme III: freeze wEmb 41 176
Scheme III: freeze wEmb, LSTMs∗ 44 139
Background LM (CandOnly) 83 84
CandOnly Variant of Scheme III 39 276
CandOnly: freeze wEmb 48 177
CandOnly: freeze wEmb, LSTMs∗ 51 123
multiplying a penalty factor of 0.25, 0.50, 0.75. We note all the layers below the softmax layer
are still frozen to avoid the model shifting excessively towards domain data. We found in our
experiments that fine-tuning OOD Softmax parameters without this slowdown (equivalent to
“mul 1.00”) achieves the best domain perplexity of 51 and OOD perplexity of 133. As shown
in Table 5.6, the performances reflect a trade-off between the domain and out-of-domain
perplexity.
Table 5.6: Domain and out-of-domain perplexity of Scheme IV.
Adaptation Strategy DOM PPL OOD PPL
Background LM (OOD Baseline) 82 85
Standard Scheme IV 75 85
Variant: mul 0.25 62 132
Variant: mul 0.50 61 152
Variant: mul 0.75 60 152
Variant: no penalty 51 133
5.4.2 ASR Experiments
Based on perplexity results, we select the top adapted LSTM LMs for the second-pass rescoring
of a state-of-the-art Italian LVCSR system. The system employs a multi-pass rescoring
framework: an unadapted Katz smoothed 5-gram LM is used for first-pass scoring, the first-
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pass lattice is rescored by the adapted LSTM LM using the push-forward algorithm (Kumar
et al., 2017). We linearly interpolate the two LMs using an interpolation weight of 0.5.We
report performance on a short message dictation ASR task, with a domain WER baseline
of 13.2% and a general WER baseline of 12.9% (cf. Table 5.7). We find that fine-tuning
the pre-trained model without app signals reduces the domain WER from 13.2% to 12.9%;
further reduction to 12.8% is achieved when incorporating app signals by prepending the
word sequence with the app ID (Scheme I). For the best adaptation strategy (Scheme I),
we add 13 million general utterances from the training set to the domain adaptation set
(i.e. a mixed adaptation set with 35% out-of-domain data), but it did not change the WER
numbers, indicating that the “prepend” strategy is effective for addressing both general
and domain data, and it is not necessary to keep general data in the adaptation set. All
adaptation strategies achieve lower domain WER relative to the OOD-Data Baseline of
13.2%, demonstrating that the integration of app signals does adapt LSTM LM to specific
domains. This Adapted LSTM LMs maintain or slightly increase general WER.
Table 5.7: WER (%) of ASR system based on test sets. General WER: evaluated on
8k utterances test data (31% are domain data); Domain WER: evaluated on all the 3,015
utterances domain data only.
Language Model General WER Domain WER
OOD-Data Only Baseline 12.9 13.2
Domain Data Only Baseline 13.4 13.2
Fine-tuning Baseline 12.9 12.9
Scheme I (prepend) 12.9 12.8
Scheme I: mixed data 12.9 12.8
Scheme II (concat) 13.0 12.9
Scheme III (meta-memory) 13.0 12.9
Scheme IV (dual paths) 13.0 12.9
Scheme IV: no penalty 12.9 13.0
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5.4.3 Side-by-Side Experimental Results
To comprehensively evaluate our domain modeling approach, we run ”side-by-side” (SxS)
experiments (Biadsy et al., 2017), in which each anonymized test utterance is automatically
transcribed by two ASR systems (Fine-Tuning Baseline interpolated with unadapted
5-gram LM vs. Scheme I interpolated with unadapted 5-gram LM). If the two transcripts
differ, they will be presented to human raters. The raters will listen to the audio and decide
which transcript sounds more feasible, as well as assign a ranking from {Nonsense, Unusable,
Usable, Exact}. SxS experiments can accurately measure semantic changes as opposed to
minor lexical differences. We conduct SxS experiments for each specific app domain, where
we focus only on the fraction of the traffic affected by adapting to that domain. We present
the following results: 1) Change: the percentage of utterances for which the two systems
produced different transcripts. 2) Wins/Losses: A “win” is counted if a transcript from
baseline system which has been labeled as “Nonsense” or “Unusable” becomes “Usable” or
“Exact” in the new transcript, a “loss” is counted contrariwise. We report the ratio of wins
to losses in the experimental system vs. the baseline. 3) p-value, which is observed to be
statistically significant (p-value < 5%) for PlayStore and Maps, possibly because of the
restrictive vocabularies in these domains. In future work, we will conduct SxS experiments
on both in-domain and out-of-domain utterances to check if our adaptation scheme preserves
the performance on both types of data.
Table 5.8: Side-by-Side experimental results for three app domains.
Task Win/Loss % Change p-value
PlayStore 58/36 2.4 0.1%-0.5%
Maps 82/49 0.9 1.0%-2.0%k
YouTube 38/27 2.4 5.0%-10.0%
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5.5 Summary
We improve model performance of LSTM LM in term of domain perplexity and WER in an
Italian ASR system using various domain adaptation approaches, showing that incorporating
app contextual signals provides complementary information to word sequence modeling.
Grouping the model parameters into two sets and learn them separately provides a possible
solution to obtain good performance on in-domain and general data. Based on the specific
application purposes, we can tune the penalty factor in the forth adaptation scheme (“Dual
Paths”), to strike a balance between the model performance between the in-domain and
general data. Decreasing this factor will slow down the updating pace of general parameters,
preventing the adapted language model shifting too much towards in-domain data. It is
meaningful in practice, where an adapted language model should maintain effectiveness in
general data, which is often of a greater amount.
In the future, we would like to further explore how to integrate multiple contextual signals
from overlapping domains. Beyond the application genre information associated with the
speech queries, other promising auxiliary features include: the geographic location, which
might be indexed by accurate longitude and latitude, or mapped to city/state/country levels;
personal preferences of the speakers, time periods (seasons, weekday vs. weekends, morning
vs. evening), etc. Instead of directly feeding all the heterogeneous features into the neural
networks, we may first identify some combined classes using clustering techniques, then use
the representation of the class as auxiliary input.
In Chapter 5, we have sufficient adaptation data to fine-tune the entire pre-trained model.
However, we note in the real world, the quantity of adaptation data could be very limited.
A possible solution to this challenge is to reduce the parameter numbers. For example, we
may tie the input word embeddings with the output word embeddings. As shown in (Press
and Wolf, 2016), this technique helps reduce the number of embedding parameters by half,
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without substantial degradation in model performance. In addition, we can design a more






In Chapters 4 and 5, we discussed how to adapt language models, in the context of ASR
systems built for rich-resource languages. However, there exist many more languages in the
world whose accessible resources are so limited that they could not be used to pre-train and
fine-tune the parameters of NNLMs. This poses challenges not only for the ASR systems for
these low-resource languages but also for ASR-based keyword search systems.
An essential component of keyword search (KWS) is the decision maker, which examines
each putative detection and predicts whether it is a correct hit or a false alarm (shown in
Figure 6.1). A global keyword-independent threshold is used to make the decisions, all hits
under the threshold will be labeled as “NO and all hits over the threshold will be set to “YES.
We note there are mis-recognized true hits in the hypotheses that have been labeled as “NO”.
In contrast, some actual false alarms are recognized as true hit by mistake. Therefore, we
target on low-scoring correct hits and high-scoring false alarms.
99
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Figure 6.1: Framework of an ASR-based spoken term detection system.
Typically, in an ASR-based keyword search systems, the lattice-based features (e.g. ASR
confidence) are mapped into a final KWS score (Wessel et al., 1998). Therefore, the ultimate
search performance highly relies on the quality of ASR confidence scores. For languages that
have adequate data for automatic speech recognition (ASR), many KWS systems have been
developed with near-optimal performance (Fiscus et al., 2007). Despite the abundance of
such languages, their speech recognition output is rife with uncertainty. To account for this,
the search for a given term returns a large number of candidate locations with a range of
assigned likelihoods, most of them very low. Thus, even in current state-of-the-art systems,
transcription performance and confidence estimation remain fairly inaccurate. The problem
become more severe when dealing with low-resource languages.
In this chapter, we seek to improve ASR confidences by extracting useful features from
the data that are is currently not incorporated into the ASR acoustic and language models,
and using this information to re-rank the candidate hits produced by an ASR system. We
used MTWV as the evaluation metric for the proposed rescoring approaches.
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6.2 Corpora
We participated the IARPA BABEL Program1 and explored various rescoring strategies for
spoken term detection using the data it released. The goal of the BABEL Program is to
develop agile and robust speech recognition technology that can be rapidly applied (within a
week2) to any new human language in order to provide effective search capability for analysts
to efficiently process massive amounts of real-world recorded speech.
All data to validate the proposed rescoring approaches is disseminated by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) on behalf of the Intelligence Advanced Research
Projects Activity (IARPA). Our analyses here are based on conversation speech data provided
by the IARPA Babel Keyword Search project3.
The data consists of both conversational and scripted telephone speech and it is divided
into files separated by the speaker into conversational sides. We currently focus only on the
conversational speech, which is comprised of conversations of approximately 10 minutes in
length between two speakers who were recorded on separate channels. Generally, the queries
range in length from one to five tokens for the low-resource languages we have studied. The
data includes a diverse set of speakers regarding age and dialect, and has an approximately
even gender ratio.
We train our rescoring models on data from the development set of both the Full and
Limited Language Packs supplied for the project for each language. The Full Language
Pack (FLP) development set consists of about 40 hours of speech for all languages except
for Vietnamese, which has 20 hours, and the Limited Language Pack (LLP) is a 10-hour
subset of the Full LP speech. Orthographic transcriptions and a pronunciation lexicon are
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however, in order to enable research on BABEL data, NIST has released a subset, designated
“part one”, of the evaluation reference data so that researchers can perform local tests after
tuning on development data. All evaluation results in this chapter are generated from the
“evalpart1” data, which contains about 5 hours of speech in each language. The languages for
our experiments can be grouped into two sets:
Set 1: First, we conducted our initial classification-based rescoring experiments on
two full language packs (FLPs): IARPA-babel105b-v0.4 (Turkish), IARPA-babel107b-v0.7
(Vietnamese).The data consists of training, development (dev), and “evalpart1”.
Set 2: We then performed rescoring experiments on a larger collection that includes
IARPA-babel104b-v0.4bY (Pashto), IARPA-babel105b-v0.4 (Turkish), IARPA-babel106b-
v0.2g (Tagalog), IARPA-babel107b-v0.7 (Vietnamese), and IARPA-babel206b-v0.1e (Zulu).
We use results from an ASR system trained on the full language pack of 40 speech hours
for the first four languages and on the limited language pack of 10 speech hours for Zulu.
The development and test audio each contain 10 to 15 hours of speech, depending on the
language. For Zulu, we report results on development data, but using a keyword set distinct
from the set we tune and train on.
Besides the five low-resource languages, we took part in the annual “eval run” for the
“surprise language” in 2014, which is Tamil. Details can be found in subsection 6.5.
The six languages we have studied have limited amounts of accessible resources (even
considered beyond the BABEL Program), but they are widely used in different countries:
Vietnamese4 is the national and official language in Vietnam. Tagalog5 is a first language
by a quarter of the population of the Philippines and as a second language by the majority.
Turkish6 is the most spoken language in Turkey and is also widely used in other countries
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parts of Europe and Central Asia. Pashto7 is one of the two official languages of Afghanistan,
and it is the second-largest regional language of Pakistan. Besides, Pashto is one of the two
main languages among the Pashtun diaspora around the world. Zulu8 is the most widely
spoken home language in South Africa and is one of its the eleven official languages. Tamil9
is predominantly spoken by the Tamil people of India and Sri Lanka, and by the Tamil
diaspora, Sri Lankan Moors, Burghers, Douglas, and Chindians. Tamil is an official language
of Sri Lanka and Singapore. Tamil is also used as one of the four languages of education
in Malaysia. In addition, Tamil is spoken by significant minorities in the four other South
Indian states of Kerala, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and Telangana and the Union Territory
of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands.
The six low-resource languages come from different language families and vary in multiple
linguistic dimensions. In this chapter, we make efforts to develop universally effective features
as well as rescoring strategies for all of them.
6.3 Proposed Features
6.3.1 Word Burstiness Features
We first focus on the word burst information. The assumption of word burst, or burstiness, is
that once a word or phrase has been uttered in a conversation, the probability of that phrase’s
repetition is higher than its marginal probability (Church, 2000). Church also pointed out
that the word-burst phenomenon is common to many languages.
Empirical study of the Babel data validates the assumption that a phrase’s likelihood will
increase once that phrase has been introduced to a conversation. To investigate these patterns,
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and dev data and analyze the occurences of keywords in all of those conversations. We find
that the average marginal probability of a keyword’s occurence in a conversation is orders of
magnitude lower than the average probability of keyword repetition within a conversation in
both Vietnamese (1.4∗10−7 vs. 8.0∗10−6) and Turkish data (1.4*10−6 vs. 1.7*10−5). In other
such analyses, we have observed a rapid falloff in this elevated probability as the conversation
moves farther from the initial utterance of the keyword. That is, the burstiness effect decays
rapidly with time. This observation justifies our emphasis, in feature engineering, on the
distance between a target hit and neighboring hits within a conversation. It is necessary to
take the time proximity into account for the development of the word burstiness features.
Unlike conventional burst models proposed by Kleinberg (2003), Madsen et al. (2005),
which defined burst only regarding word occurrence, we develop an extensive burst-based
feature set based on the ASR confidence scores associated with the hypothesized hit and
time distance proximity between the hypothesized hits of the same word/phrase within the
conversation. We calculate 25 burst-related features from each hit hypothesis t in a posting
list. These features involve calculations regarding the number, strength, and proximity of
neighbor hypotheses n within a conversation. They include:
1. Length of the set Nt of neighbor hits (i.e. other hypothesized hit of the same keyword
in the current conversation)
2. Basic statistics: the maximum, minimum and standard deviations of Nt;







Variations of the latter two formulae are computed using logarithm distance and square-root
distance. Eleven of these features are computed twice: once for the speaker’s side of the
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conversation only, and once across both sides of the conversation. The full feature set is
enumerated and described by Richards et al. (2014).
6.3.2 Confusion Network Features
Confusion Networks (CNs) are a compact representation of ASR output lattices. They are
designed to facilitate optimizing for word error rate instead of sentence error rate (Mangu
et al., 2000). CNs are created by clustering lattice edges into an ordered series of “bins”10.
Generally the clustering is done in a heuristic way (Soto et al., 2014): First, bins are initialized
by putting all lattice edges with the same word label and the same start and end times into
the same bin. Then the classes containing different words are merged based on the time
similarity. If a bin has multiple edges with the same word label, these edges will be collapsed
into a single edge, with a combined weight that sums over all the posteriors of the edges. The
resulting CN will have a total ordering on the bins that keeps consistent with the original
lattice.
For each posting list entry, we take the original and rescored Confusion Network (CN)
posteriors and aggregate them using several basic statistical functions (mean, standard
deviation, geometric mean, product, maximum and minimum). We also include the number
of CN bins matching that hit, the total number of arcs, the average arcs per bin, the average
number of epsilon arcs, the number of tokens and the ratio between the number of matched
bins and the number of tokens in the keyword term. Additional details are described in Soto
et al. (2014). From the posting list itself, we extract the posterior score, the duration of the
entry and a boolean feature that indicates whether the keyword is out-of-vocabulary.
We compute rank-normalized probabilities of false alarm for each pair of keyword query
kw and posterior score ps in the corpus, following (Zhang et al., 2012). We incorporate global
re-ranked posterior scores as described in (Karakos et al., 2013). The re-ranked posterior
10The sets of competing hypothesis between two nodes in the CN.
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is computed by first mapping the pair (kw, ps) to its rank r in the posting list and then
mapping back the rank to the average of the posterior scores with that rank. Also included
are the exponential normalization posterior score, its keyword-dependent threshold (Chen,
2009a), the STO posterior score. We find that in a modified form of STO normalization,
hits with scores above 0.8 are left untouched, so that high-scoring hits are not too intensely
diminished when a query yields many hypotheses. We then include the 0.8-STO posterior
scores as well.
6.3.3 Acoustic-Prosodic Features
We extract the pitch contour11 of the posting list entry (i.e. a hypothesized hit) and compute
its median, mean, standard deviation, maximum and minimum, the number of unvoiced
cycles in the segment and its percentage, the harmonics-to-noise ratio (in dB) and noise to
harmonics ratio, and the autocorrelation of the pitch contour. We also extract the pulses and
include the number of pulses, the number of periods and their mean and standard deviation,
along with the number of voice breaks and their percentage. Finally, we include the jitter
values12 (local, local in seconds, its relative average perturbation (RAP) and its 5-point
period perturbation quotient) and shimmer values13 (local, local in dB, and its 3, 5, and 11-
amplitude perturbation quotient) as computed by Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2001). All
acoustic features are normalized at the segment level.
In linguistics, a prosodic unit is often called an intonational phrase, which is a segment of
speech that occurs with a single prosodic contour (pitch and rhythm contour). The perceived
disjuncture between two words indicates the presence of a prosodic phrase boundary. There
are two levels of prosodic phrasing that have been widely used: the intermediate phrase and
11A pitch contour is a function or curve that tracks the perceived pitch of the sound over time.
12Jitter is the deviation from true periodicity of a presumably periodic signal. It a measurement of vocal
stability.
13Shimmer is a measure of amplitude instability, and has different computation methods.
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the intonational phrase. Intonational phrases boundaries are then defined by the highest
degree of disjuncture, and are often associated with silence. The pitch accents refer to the
pitch movements that correspond to perceived prominence of an associated word (Rosenberg,
2009). In this Chapter, we include features derived from intonational phrase boundaries and
pitch accents, which are detected using prosodic event detectors by AuToBI (Rosenberg,
2010). Due to the lack of prosodic annotation in the BABEL corpus, we use cross-language
models trained on Standard American English, German, Italian, and Mandarin for phrase
boundary detection task (Soto et al., 2013) and Standard American English (SAE), French,
German, and Italian for the accent detection task (Rosenberg et al., 2012).
We create discriminative duration features by computing the average duration of a hit
given it is correct µCORR and given it is a false alarm µFA, in the train partition. The following
features are then computed for the feature vector: the absolute value and square power of
the difference of the duration of the posting list and the average duration of correct hits
|dur(hit, kw)− µCORR|, (dur(hit, kw)− µCORR)2; the absolute value and the square power
of the difference of the duration of the posting list and the average duration of false alarm
hits |dur(hit, kw)− µFA|, (dur(hit, kw)− µFA)2; and the corresponding ratios and inverses.
6.4 Proposed Methodology
6.4.1 IBM ASR Pipeline
The speech recognizer used in our experiments was the IBM Speaker-Adapted DNN (SA
DNN) system. In our experiments, the IBM speech recognizer uses a deep neural network
(DNN) acoustic model with the standard front-end pipeline (Soltau et al., 2010). The DNN
takes 9 frames of 40-dimensional speaker adapted discriminative features as input, contains 5
hidden layers with 1,024 logistic units per layer, and has a final softmax output with 1,500
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targets. Training occurs in three phases: first, layerwise discriminative pre-training using the
cross-entropy criterion, second, stochastic gradient descent training using back-propagation
and the cross-entropy criterion, and third, distributed Hessian-free training using the state-
level minimum Bayes risk criterion (Kingsbury et al., 2012). The lexicon is provided with the
training data, and the vocabulary contains only words from this data. The language model
(LM) is a trigram LM with modified Kneser–Ney smoothing (Kneser and Ney, 1995), trained
only on the acoustic transcripts. The lattices are produced using a dynamic decoder (Soltau
and Saon, 2009), and are converted to confusion networks.
6.4.2 2-Class Based Rescoring
The first rescoring strategy we propose is to train a classifier to predict which hits are actual
correct hits (CORR) or false alarms (FA) based on word-burst features, and use a weighted
sum of the classification confidences as the new score of putative hits.
To generate the two class labels of correct hit and false alarm, we evaluate a development
posting list using NIST’s Framework For Detection Evaluations (F4DE) tool, which compares
posting list candidates to reference data. F4DE’s output includes an FA or CORR label for
each hit in a posting list. Based on word-burst features, we train a logistic regression classifier,
which outperformed other classifiers in F1-score on the BABEL data. The classifier is trained
on the posting lists from the training set, and we tune its parameters on the dev set; testing
is done on unseen evaluation data. Because only about one-tenth of posting list candidates
are CORR, we address class imbalance problems by appending a higher classification weight
to feature vectors with the CORR label.
We search a range of possible values for these weights. Subject to the constraint that wFA +
wCORR = 1, we search for an optimal weighting by searching wCORR ∈ [ counttotal−countCORRcounttotal , 0.5].
That is, the highest weight is inversely proportional to the distribution of CORR and FA
entries. This parameter is used in training the classifier, not in rescoring a posting list.
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The classifier thus trained makes class predictions on the development posting list, with
each prediction assigned a score on the interval of [0, 1]. We combine the original ASR




s(t) ∗ (1− η) + r(t) ∗ η if t ∈ CORR
s(t) ∗ (1− η) + (1− r(t)) ∗ η if t ∈ FA
where Rb(t) is the final new score for hit candidate t, s(t) is the base ASR score for t, r(t) is
the classifier confidence score for t’s prediced class, and η indicates how much we assign to
the predicted scores. The distribution of scores among hit candidates can differ drastically
from one keyword to the next, due in part to the language-model scores for keywords. Yet
NISTrequires that the same threshold to be used for scoring every keyword query’s hit
candidates, so these distributions must be made comparable. Previous work has shown
sum-to-one (STO) normalization by keyword to be an effective strategy (Karakos et al., 2013).
The STO score normalization technique was first proposed by Mamou et al. (2013). Given a







Because posting list scores have been normalized this way prior to rescoring, we perform the
same normalization on our rescored values. This is an attempt to make scores compatible
across keywords and is generally effective to improve KWS performance. We use a grid search
to find the optimal values of η and w
CORR
.
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6.4.3 4-Class Based Rescoring
In observing the results of two-class rescoring, we note that an excessive number of false
alarms have their scores boosted. Moreover, the two-class model is forced to lump very
lowand high-scoring correct hits together even though the optimal rescoring behavior for
these two may be different. Correct relative KWS scores are more important than correct
absolute scores. Increasing the score of a correct hit will only improve KWS performance
if its score is increased higher than that of a false alarm. The two-class approach attempts
to boost the scores of all correct hits and reduce the scores of all false alarms. However,
if false alarms already have low ASR-based scores, their scores do not need to be reduced,
and if a correct hits have high ASR-based scores, their scores dont need to be boosted. The
posting list entries that we care about are false alarms that have high ASR scores and hits
that have low ASR scores. Inspired by the rescoring behavior necessary to improve KWS
performance, we propose an extension of two-class based rescoring, i.e. four-class based
rescoring: we assign to each hit one of four class labels: low-scoring correct hits (LowCORR),
low-scoring false alarms (LowFA), high-scoring correct hits (HighCORR), and high-scoring
false alarms (HighFA), with an intention to target low-scoring correct hits for rescoring
(shown in Figure 6.2). As with the two-class method, we generate labels for the four-class
approach by running an F4DE evaluation on baseline data, which also returns the optimal
decision threshold. We use this decision threshold to split FA labels into HighFA and LowFA,
and we do likewise for correct hits.
We then train a logistic regression model, implemented by the WEKA machine-learning
toolkit (Hall et al., 2009), using 10-fold cross-validation. We generate predictions on the
training data, outputting for each hit a distribution of confidence scores over the four class
labels. We take a weighted average of these four class confidences and interpolate that average
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Figure 6.2: Definition of four-class labels and rescoring direction.
with the score of a given hit using the coefficient η, yielding the formula:
R(t) = (1− η) ∗ s(t) + η ∗
4∑
k∈C
wk ∗ ck (6.2)
where R(t) is the rescore value, s(t) is the original score of a target hypothesis t, C is the
label set {LowCORR, LowFA, HighCORR, HighFA} of class confidences, and W is the set
of co-indexed weights for those confidences. However, we replace s(t) only if the new score is
higher, so that we don’t risk bringing correct hypotheses below the decision threshold.
6.4.4 Ranking-Based Rescoring
The third rescoring strategy we propose is motivated by the idea of learning-to-rank. We
reorder the scores in a posting list not by classifying each hit individually, but by learning and
predicting an ideal ranking of the entire list (Li, 2011). In training time, for each keyword in
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a posting list, we order its correct hits by CN score, followed by the similar ordering of false
alarm hits, such that the highest-scoring false alarm is ranked directly below the lowest-scoring
correct hit. After assigning ranks to hits, we first include the word burstiness features, then
shuffle the list of instances to reduce learning bias. We then train several ranking models
using the learning-to-rank algorithms provided by the RankLib toolkit (Dang, 2011). These
comprise pointwise (Multiple Additive Regression Trees, or MART), pairwise (RankNet,
RankBoost and LambdaRank), listwise (AdaRank, Coordinate Ascent, LambdaMart, and
ListNet), and bipartite (Random Forest) rankers. We treat the choice of ranker as a system
parameter, and we tune this parameter on our development data. For Zulu, in order to
expedite training on this larger dataset, we only use ranker parameter Random Forest, the
most reliable ranker on average in other trials.
In generating predictions, the ranker outputs a list of global rank scores. In the event
that some of the scores are negative, we pre-process the list by shifting it into a positive
range (i.e. subtracting the smallest negative score from the original scores). This is necessary
for the sum-to-one (STO) step that follows. After normalizing the rank scores we combine
them with posting list scores with an interpolation coefficient η.
In both four-class based and ranking based methods, we employ a slightly different
tactic for their parameter tuning. Since a search over all possible thresholds is involved, the
calculation of MTWV becomes costly. Calculating ATWV is approximately 30 times faster.
We use the threshold yielded by a baseline MTWV calculation as input to an ATWV formula
that becomes our objective function in parameter tuning. Our experiments have shown that
this method is sufficient to yield gains in MTWV scoring in the test phase.
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Table 6.1: Optimal parameters for rule-based rescoring.
Language Increment Size ι Score Threshold τ Window Size ω
Vietnamese 1.0 0.4 250
Tagalog 0.8 0.1 50
Turkish 0.6 0.2 200
Pashto 0.8 0.1 50
6.5 Experimental Results
6.5.1 Experimental Results of Rule-based Rescoring
Since the rule-based rescoring is motivated by the phenomenon of word burstiness, we only
include this type of features for the experiments. For tuning, we search a 0 to 1 range for the
increment and threshold parameters, and we search a range of 0 to 600 seconds (the duration
of a conversation file) for the window parameter. The parameters were tuned separately
for Vietnamese, Tagalog, Turkish and Pashto (cf. Table 6.1).The MTWV performances are
displayed in the second row of Table 6.9, showing that rule-based rescoring approach improves
MTWV on Vietamnese, Tagalog and Pashto, but fails on Turkish.
6.5.2 Initial Results of Classification based Rescoring
We first evaluate the 2-class and 4-class rescoring strategy on the language collection set
1. Table 6.2 shows the optimal parameters after tuning and the first row of Table 6.4
demonstrates the performance of two-class rescoring.
In observing the results of two-class rescoring, we note that an excessive number of false
alarms have their scores boosted. Moreover, the two-class model is forced to lump very low-
and high-scoring correct hits together even though the optimal rescoring behavior for these
two may be different.
Correct relative KWS scores are more important than correct absolute scores. Increasing
the score of a correct hit will only improve KWS performance if its score is increased higher
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than that of a false alarm. The two-class approach attempts to boost the scores of all correct
hits and reduce the scores of all false alarms. However, if false alarms already have low
ASR-based scores, their scores do not need to be reduced, and if a correct hits have high
ASR-based scores, their scores don’t need to be boosted. The posting list entries that we
care about are false alarms that have high ASR scores and hits that have low ASR scores.




Table 6.3 shows the optimal parameters for the 4-class method in each language after
a grid search. Boosting HighFAs, a strategy counterintuitive at first appearance, seems to
have a salutary effect: By raising high-scoring hits (of which HighFAs are the most common)
before STO normalization, we effectively push down the scores of hits at the lower end of the
distribution. Among those scores pushed down are actual LowFA hits which were erroneously
boosted by the weight on LowCORR predictions. In this way boosting HighFA-predicted
hits before normalization mitigates the errors made in boosting LowCORR-predicted hits.
Table 6.3: Optimal four-class rescoring parameters where correct hits/false alarms are
abbreviated as CORR/FA.
Language wLowCORR wLowFA wHighCORR wHighFA η
Vietnamese 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.1
Turkish 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.9
Table 6.4 displays MTWV on eval data using the two- and four-class methods. Experimen-
tal results support two of our primary hypotheses. First, the four-class models outperform
the two-class models by isolating the classes of hits for which rescoring is most imporant:
high-scoring false alarms and low-scoring correct hits. Second, a machine learning algorithm
is able to learn hit likelihood based on burstiness features.
The implications of these findings may apply to ASR as well as KWS. A low-resource
ASR system that incorporates burstiness information into its language model may improve
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its accuracy. Indeed, one interpretation of our work is that it addresses a gap in the ASR
language model. A language model typically calculates the probability of a word’s occurrence
using its position in a short-range n-gram sequence. Our work suggests that by using some
simple, long-range statistics about the word’s prior or future occurrences in the discourse, a
language model can be made more accurate.
Table 6.4: MTWV results for 2-class and 4-class based rescoring method.
Method Viet. Turkish
Baseline .2980 .4492
2-class .2942 (-1.3%) .4532 (+0.7%)
4-class .3002 (+0.9%) .4560 (+1.5%)
Burstiness may be a universal feature of human conversation. Here we investigate the
cross-language generalization of four-class word burst rescoring. Results are shown in Table
6.5. Indeed, we find cross-language testing produced better results on Vietnamese than
Table 6.5: Cross-language word burst rescoring.
Eval Language Baseline Rescore % change
Vietnamese 0.2980 0.3013 +1.1
Turkish 0.4492 0.4027 -10.4
that language’s own model and parameters did. However, cross-language modeling in the
other direction reduces results on Turkish. We hesitate to suggest that the Turkish model
represents a language universal model of word burst. It is possible that Turkish is more
robust due to the increased amount of training data (14k vs. 6k hits). This does suggest
that for low-resource languages, cross- or multi-language training of word burst models might
have a salutary effect on keyword rankings.
6.5.3 Experimental Results of 4-class Based Rescoring
After achieving the preliminary success of 4-class rescoring in Turkish and Vietamnese FLPs,
we expand the strategy to more languages listed in Set 2.
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Table 6.6: Optimal parameters of 4-class based rescoring on multiple languages.
Language w(LowFA) w(LowCORR) w(HiFA) w(HiCORR) η
Vietnamese 0 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.2
Tagalog 0 0.3 0.7 0.7 0.9
Turkish 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.9
Pashto 0 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0
The classifier outputs predictions on both the training data and one on the evaluation
data. The predictions on the training data are used to tune the weights of the four classes
and the interpolation coefficient η. Incrementing the four weights by 0.1 at each iteration,
we perform a grid search to explore all possible parameter values14. At each iteration of the
search, a training posting list is rescored and evaluated, using ATWV as a proxy optimization
objective. Results of parameter tuning are shown in Table 6.6. We find the best weights
achieved when the weight of LowFA class is held at zero, the weight of HighCORR is set to
be equal to HighFA, the weight of HighFA is equal to 1− LowCORR. It is equivalent to only
tune one weight parameter, i.e. the weight of LowCORR class. As shown in the “4-Class”
row of Table 6.9, the four-class classification based rescoring achieves universal success on
Vietnamese, Turkish, Tagalog and Pashto. It is proved to be a stable rescoring strategy.
6.5.4 Experimental Results of Ranking based Rescoring
Table 6.7 shows the parameters that yielded the best results on development data for our
word-burst experiments on 40-hour full language pack of Vietnamese, Tagalog, Turkish and
Pashto. Table 6.9 compares the performances of this method on the first four languages.
Overall, ranking-based rescoring is useful (with relative improvement of 1.10% on average).
However, it does not outperform the rule-based or classification-based methods.
14In earlier trials, we tuned parameters using optimization techniques such as the Simplex and Powell’s
Method, but turned out a simple grid search yielded much better results.
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Table 6.7: Optimal parameters for ranking-based rescoring.
Language η Ranker
Vietnamese 0.1 Random Forest Ranker
Tagalog 0.1 Lambda Multiple Additive Regression Trees Ranker
Turkish 0.1 Coordinate Ascent Ranker
Pashto 0.1 Multiple Additive Regression Trees Ranker
Table 6.8: Results of parameter tuning on multiple languages (RB refers to rule-based
rescoring, 4C refers to four-class based rescoring, and R refers to ranking-based rescoring).
Language w(Rule− based) w(4-Class) w(Ranking)
Vietnamese 1.0 0.0 0.0
Tagalog 0.1 0.9 0.0
Turkish 0.0 1.0 0.0
Pashto 1.0 0.0 0.0
6.5.5 System Ensemble
We have investigated various useful features and explored both classification and ranking
based rescoring strategies, it would be worthwhile to see if an ensemble would perform better.
We try two types of ensembles: (1) early fusion: where we fuse all the feature sets and train
a classifier/ranker on the unified feature set; (2) late fusion where we combine the rescoring
results produced by different systems as a linear interpolation to obtain the final scores. For
the ensemble, RB, 4C and R correspond to the rule-based, four-class, and ranking results,
respectively. Table 6.9 shows that the ensemble provides the best rescoring performance
compared to the any single strategy, achieving 1.99% relative improvement in term of MTWV
on average for the first four languages in Set 2.
For nearly every strategy assessed and every language studied, we find improvement to
MTWV. The ensemble method, though it does not improve over the highest-scoring strategy,
provides a reliable way to choose a strategy. There is no strategy that consistently performs
the best regardless of the language studied, but on average, the combined or selected strategy
yielded by the ensemble method generates a higher MTWV than any single strategy.
Observed from Table 6.9, the 4-class rescoring method is the most reliable single strategy
across the first four languages, compared to rule-based and ranking-based methods. It
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Table 6.9: MTWV results for different rescoring methods.
Method Viet. Tagalog Turkish Pashto Average MTWV / ∆ (MTWV)
Baseline .2980 .4899 .4492 .3923 .4074/NA
Rule-based .3013 .5035 .4489 .4004 .4135/+1.52%
4-Class .3026 .4993 .4577 .4006 .4151/+1.89%
Ranking .3008 .4961 .4558 .3947 .4119/+1.10%
Ensemble .3013 .5024 .4577 .4004 .4155/+1.99%
suggests that the four-class rescoring is a steady strategy.
For nearly every strategy assessed and every language studied, we find improvement to
MTWV. The ensemble method, though it does not improve over the highest-scoring strategy,
proves a reliable way to choose a strategy. There is no strategy that consistently performs the
highest regardless of the language studied, but on average, the combined or selected strategy
yielded by the ensemble method generates a higher MTWV than would any single strategy.
6.5.6 Experimental Results on Zulu Language
In the release of BABEL low-resource languages, Zulu is acknowledged as one of the most
challenging language. For the Zulu language, we construct a rescoring system based a distinct
feature set that includes, for each hit, a prosodic analysis, data about that hit’s potential
impact on our KWS evaluation metric, and structural information about the ASR output
that yielded the hit. These features have proven effective in rescoring the entire ASR system
for low-resource languages Soto et al. (2014) and here we examine their efficacy in late-stage
rescoring. Because Zulu contains 2,000 keyword queries, compared to a few hundred for other
languages, we downsample this data down to 503 queries before training. Finally, we ensemble
results from this method with the results from word-burst experiments. By combining these
presumably unrelated and complementary approaches, we seek a comprehensive rescoring
strategy that uses disparate signals not captured by ASR to improve the efficacy of keyword
search.
We conduct the all the experiments described aforementioned for Zulu, but do not
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observed significant improvement in MTWV. Although word-burst features produced MTWV
gains on nearly every language, the four-class and ranking methods did not significantly
improve MTWV on Zulu. Burst-based predictions that improved results on development
data were included in ensemble fusions, only to drive the ensemble result beneath that of
the best-performing member. In addition to the Zulu ensembles presented in Table 6.9, we
combine the three highest-performing Zulu results. The setting that maximized dev results
gave a weight of 0, 0.5, and 0.5 to ranking burst, rule-based burst, and four-class speech, but
the test result of 0.2082 did not outperform four-class speech alone. This lack of robustness
from tuning to testing further indicates that the burst signal is weak for Zulu, which agrees
with our understanding of that language. Zulu is highly agglutinative, meaning that a word
rarely appears without prefixes, infixes, or suffixes that depend on the word’s grammatical
context. This complicates our burstiness assumption, especially when keyword queries are
multi-word phrases, which they often are. In this situation, also taking the soft matches into
account when computing the burstiness features seems more feasible than only considering
the exact matches.
Table 6.10: Results of parameter tuning on Zulu data (LFA, LC, HFA, HC refers to the
weights of LowFA, LowCORR, HighFA, HighCORR classes respectively. Other parameters
follow the above defined terminology.).
Parameters Speech Word-Burst Combined
(ι, τ , ω) NA (0.1, 0.5, 50) NA
(LFA, LC, HFA, HC, η) (0.0, 0.9, 0.1, 0.1, 0.9) (0.0, 0.9, 0.1, 0.1, 0.9) (0.0, 0.3, 0.7, 0.7, 0.2)
(w(RB), w(4C), w(R)) (NA, 0.6, 0.4) (0.0, 0.0, 1.0) (NA, 0.8, 0.2)
Table 6.11: MTWV results on Zulu language.
Rescoring Strategy Speech Word-Burst Combined
Baseline .2006 .2006 .2006
Rule-based NA .2023 NA
4-Class .2120 .1973 .1965
Ranking .2008 .2009 .2008
Ensemble .2083 .2023 .1978
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6.5.7 Experimental Results on Tamil Language
Since 2013, OpenKWS data web site15 released a Surprise Language Build Pack which contains
the same types of data as BABEL low-resource languages. Many BABEL research institutions
participate in the evaluation run, applying their KWS pipelines to the surprise language. In
the year of 2014, the surprise language was Tamil, a low-resource language which is primarily
spoken in South India, Tamil Nadu, Sri Lanka, and Singapore. We CUNY team collaborated
with other teams, and investigated our classification-based rescoring strategies for Tamil
language, based on the posting lists that had already been rescored by our collaborators.
Table 6.12: Results of word burstiness based four-class rescoring on top of the posting lists
provided by different teams for Tamil language (CUED: Cambridge University, UK; RWTH:
RWTH Aachen University, Germany; IBM: IBM Company, USA).
Posting List Baseline Word-burst rescoring Relative Improvement
FLP.CUED.ibm-1 0.4085 0.4087 +0.05%
FLP.CUED.eqdd 0.3175 0.324 +2.05%
LLP.RWTH.ibm-2 0.3272 0.3411 +4.25%
LLP.RWTH.ibm-1 0.2991 0.3122 +4.38%
LLP.IBM03.ibm-1 0.2931 0.2956 +0.85%
LLP.IBM03.eqdd 0.2178 0.2187 +0.41%
LLP.CUED.ibm01 0.2696 0.277 +2.74%
LLP.CUED.eqdd 0.1816 0.1821 +0.28%
LLP.RWTH03 0.3281 0.3369 +2.68%
LLP.RWTH03.eqdd 0.2477 0.2584 +4.32%
LLP.IBM 03.baseline 0.4005 0.4006 +0.02%
As shown in Table 6.12, we obtain universal performance gains for all the eleven posting
lists provided by three other research institutions. Our word burstiness based four-class
rescoring strategy achieves the most gain in MTWV on the “LLP.RWTH.ibm-1” posting list,
and smallest gain on “LLP.IBM 03.baseline” posting list. These results further demonstrate
the effectiveness of the four-class based rescoring algorithm. Lack of the implementation
details of the rescoring systems developed by other teams, it is difficult to analyze the
variations of the improvements.
15https://control.nist.gov/indus/OpenKWS14/OpenKWSData.html.
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6.6 Summary
We demonstrate several KWS rescoring strategies that each prove effective, as well as an
ensemble tool that serves as a broker ensuring that a reliable strategy or combination of
strategies will be employed. Our application of a learning-to-rank method is novel in the
low-rescource KWS context. We also introduce a separate set of features, drawn from acoustic
signals and from the structure of the ASR output, which proves effective on the data that
was most challenging for the word-burst approaches. This suggests that where word-burst
rescoring fails, a complementary model in the rescoring ensemble can provide support.
Besides, we show that ATWV can be used as a highly efficient proxy for MTWV in tuning.
We find that tying the weight of HighFA class and the weight of HighCORR incrementally
improves results. This discovery reduces the amount of weight parameters to tune by 75%
(from four to one), for each language.
The union of burst features with speech features did not yield improvements for Zulu.
The burst method yielded middling results on Zulu due to the agglutinative nature of that
language. However, this should not discourage future work with this augmented feature
set. We hope to overcome this obstacle by decomposing Zulu keywords into morphological
segments. As future work, we may search the conversation for the stem of the target keyword,
replacing our word-burst analysis with a “morph-burst” approach.
The classification-based rescoring strategy added extra gain in the eval run of Tamil
language, organized by the IARPA BABEL Program in 2014. The universal further im-
provements across 11 submitted posting lists demonstrate the complementary strengths of
word-burst features, as well as show the effectiveness and robustness of the four-class based
rescoring strategy. A natural extension of the strategy is taking the syntactic similarities into
account for the phenomenon of word-burst: besides repeat the exactly the same word/phrase,
speakers are prone to mention the synonyms and repeat them as well. If syntactic resources
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become available, we can develop augmented “word” burstiness feature set, and build rescoring
models on top of it.
Chapter 7
Discussion and Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
In this dissertation, we have explored a variety of rescoring strategies for ASR and ASR-based
spoken keyword detection (KWS). Three problems have been addressed: First, the mismatch
issue between training and inference purposes of NNLMs used in ASR. By investigating
three model-based adaptation strategies of NNLMs, we successfully reduced the perplexity
up to 30.2% at the word-cluster level and obtained a relative gain of 2.3% in WER when
incorporating the adapted LSTM LM in the second-pass scoring of an ASR system. We
demonstrated it is feasible to update a small number of parameters to adapt pre-trained
NNLMs to the spoken domain, when the adaptation data is of limited quantity. Moreover,
Schemes II and III in Chapter 4 jointly illustrated that inserting an adaptation layer between
the last hidden layer and the output softmax layer can further decrease the perplexity of the
adapted NNLMs. Although it is best to include the adaptation layer during pre-training, the
adapted performance is also acceptable.
The second problem we have concentrated on is how to effectively make use of application-
based non-linguistic signals in LSTM language modeling. We proposed four feature-based
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adaptation strategies for LSTM LMs. Most previous studies only consider different ways
to feed these auxiliary signals through the first hidden layer, while we fully explored the
possibilities for incorporating such signals for input sequences, the first hidden layer, the
LSTM cell and the output layer. We demonstrated that prepending an app ID to the
input sequence (Scheme I in Chapter 5) is the most simple yet effective adaptation strategy.
Moreover, feeding word and non-linguistic signals through dual paths to the output layer
(Scheme IV in Chapter 5) can maintain the general perplexity while reducing the in-domain
perplexity. This is a preliminary exploration of combating the “catastrophic forgetting”
problem that exists in the adaptation of neural network models. In Chapter 5, our adaptation
technique produced up to 21.3% reduction in word perplexity and up to 3% relative reduction
in WER.
Besides the rescoring techniques proposed for huge corpora at billions-of-utterance scale,
we also made efforts to improve the performance of spoken term detection for multiple
low-resource languages, whose available data can be as few as 10 hours. Inspired by the
phenomenon of word burstiness, we proposed a two-class (correct hits vs. false alarms) strategy
to rescore the posting-lists generated by the original ASR-based keyword search system.
We refined this method to a four-class based rescoring strategy and observed performance
enhancement for six low-resource languages. Moreover, we drew on the idea of learning-
to-rank and proposed a ranking-based rescoring strategy. These two rescoring approaches
demonstrated preliminary success in retrieval performances across Vietnamese, Turkish,
Tagalog and Pashto languages, providing 1.89% improvement in maximum term-weighted
values.
Beyond the word burstiness information, we derived more useful features (confusion
network based features, acoustic-prosodic features) from the confusion network and the speech
signals and showed their usefulness in the rescoring of Zulu language. For system ensemble,
we investigated both early fusion and late fusion. However, no substantial improvement was
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found for Zulu.
Combined with 11 submissions for Tamil, the universal enhancement of MTWV verified




Neural network models are known for their appetite for data as they typically have lots of
parameters to tune. In the future, we are interested in compressing neural network language
models using these techniques:
1. By sparse word representation: as proposed by Chen et al. (2017), it is a potential
waste to represent each word using a whole vector. The authors proposed to linearly
combine the vectors of frequent words to represent rare words, which helped reduce the
parameter space while reducing the perplexity.
2. By pruning, quantization, low-rank factorization: all are advanced techniques summa-
rized in (Grachev et al., 2017) to compress the neural network models.
3. By tying input and output embeddings: this strategy was proposed by Press and Wolf
(2016). Tying the two embeddings can not only reduces the embedding parameters
by half, but also avoids the slow updating problem of the output embedding. The
authors demonstrated that a reduction in the number of parameters did not hurt model
performance.
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7.2.2 Efficiently Training
A large output vocabulary leads to a large output layer in neural network language models.
As the outputs need to be normalized across the vocabulary, this dramatically increases
computational costs and causes difficulties with parallelization. To combat these bottleneck,
we are considering accelerating the training using following techniques:
1. By using a subset of the large vocabulary: besides NCE, importance sampling is another
general technique for estimating properties of a particular distribution, while only using
samples generated from a different simpler distribution than the distribution of interest.
Based on importance sampling, Jean et al. (2014) proposed only using a subset of the
output vocabulary when testing, for the task of machine translation. We might borrow
the idea and use it for language modeling.
2. By simplifying gate mechanisms: LSTM LMs generally yield superior performance
than feed-forward or plain RNN LMs, yet their sophisticated structure requires tuning
more parameters. One popular simplification of LSTM cell is the gated recurrent unit
(GRU) proposed in (Cho et al., 2014a), where the input and forget gates were merged
into a single update gate, and cell state and hidden state were fused to the same.
Recently, Ravanelli et al. (2017) further revised GRU to a single-gate architecture:
removing the reset gate and changing the activation function from tanh to Relu. The
authors reported a reduction of the per-epoch training time by more than 30% and
consistently improved ASR performance. Another promising implementation of RNN
LMs is based on the Simple Recurrent Unit (SRU), which was proposed by Lei and
Zhang (2017). It is a recurrent unit that simplifies the computation and exposes more
parallelism. In SRU, the majority of computation for each step is independent of the
recurrence, so it can be easily parallelized. The authors showed that SRU is as fast as
a convolutional layer and faster than an optimized LSTM up to ten times.
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Besides, I would like to further explore adaptation approaches for NNLMs from two perspec-
tives: (1) Introduce a lateral connections between adjacent layers in the frozen path and
the adaptation path, to augment the “Dual Paths” adaptation scheme. This architecture
will be conceptually similar to the progressive neural network (Rusu et al., 2016), and the
interactions between the two paths might be strengthened, leading to better adaptation
results. (2) Another idea for the adaptation of NNLMs is to try domain-adversarial training
(DAT) Ganin et al. (2016). The discriminator could select the domain-invariant features,
while the generator could identify the domain-specific features. General features will be
learned through the DAT, and we could train a conventional NNLM (of smaller scale due
to the much smaller amounts of in-domain data) to capture the domain-specific features.
By interpolating the large-scale DAT language model and small domain-specific language
model, we might be able to perform better on the in-domain data while maintaining the
model performance on general data.
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